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 :City budget ratified *r . . . . . . .  i :  : : : :  Cryst ....... al Hogg murder 
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r D, ,  H !,/", I AIr  r I,- chargedwith second degree ,The k!llmg .prompted a 
I U I i  V V: ! murder in connectuon with !engthy investigation that 
~!~:i : the death of Crystal Hogg. revo lved local  RCMP 
TERRACE -- The city has utility rates, staff which is yet to be nego- At 5:10 p.m. Monday members,  the force 's  
fn~ 
, /  
finalized the 1989 budget and it ': 
appears to offer something for 
almost everyone. They will 
spend almost $791,000 on capi- 
tai projects andabout $186,000 
on sewer and water, but the city 
.portion of residental taxes will 
increase by only three percent, 
and-Mayor Jack Talstra says 
there will be no increase to 
This means an additional cost 
for the city portion of property 
taxes on a $70,000 home of only 
$25.90 more than last year. 
There will likely be a further 
increase though, he says, when 
the  School District budget is 
finalized later this month. 
:At the sametime, major in-. 
dustry will enjoy a zero increase 
tiated. 
Talstra says the City is in 
good shape financially: the gross 
city borrowing power is $10.94 
million while the unused portion 
of that borrowing power sits at 
$4.89 million. He explained that 
incurred ebts were for the new 
Sewage treatment plant and new 
RCMP buildingl :This is good 
afternoon Terrace RCMP 
arrested 29-year-old Daniel 
Joseph Bruneau. He ap- 
peared in Terrace provin- 
cial court yesterday, where 
he was charged and 
remanded until April 18. 
Crystal Hogg's body was 
• in city taxes, fight industry will news, Talstra said, when corn- found at the Terrace- 
N W C C  ~,~,~,l']d~-'['-~ see a 5.1per~ent hike and busi- pared to other cities like Dawson K i t imat  A i rpor t  by a 
nesses will pay 4.13 percent Creek and Fort St. Johnwhoare security guard in the early 
Serious Crime Unit from 
Vancouver and the Prince 
Rupert Subdivision G.I.S. ": 
(General Investigation Ser- 
vices) unit. For the past 
five months the Terrace 
detachment G.I.S. • has 
conducted the investiga- 
tion on its own. 
No further details were 
available as this issue went 
funding 
increase 
more than they did last year. 
Talstra says the city is able to 
hold the line on taxes because 
the economy is' good, property 
... ' ....... . ..; : assessments are up, and rove- 
_-. B.C, "Minister •, Of •.AdyBJr!_~e(i.r,•. ~n,Be~ 8~_C u~i~:H~,ad~d that ,~:• 
Education and Job Training~]ncrease tO i:' light indnstry~-and " 
Start Hagen has announced a
13.6 percen t funding increase 
for Northwest Community Col- 
lege for the 1989/90 budget 
year. He says the additional 
funding, amounting to 
$890,000, will enable the college 
to increase its capacity by add- 
ing two new programs and to 
make room for more students in 
several existing courses. He adds 
that this increase is in addition 
to the $368,000 announced last 
month •for the purchase of new 
equipment. 
According to Hagen the in- 
crease in funding will enable the 
college to add a new Office 
Administration Program in its 
Career/Technicai division, a 
ForestryTechnology Program in 
the Vocational Training Pro- 
gram, and expand the college's 
Adult Basic Education Pro- 
gram. 
But there's more. According 
to NWCC academic division 
spokesman George Stanley, the 
University Transfer Program 
will be expanded as well. He 
says details aren't finalized yet 
but new programs will allow 
Northwest students going into 
programs uch as social sciences 
,to stay in the Northwest for their 
second year of university. 
businesses results from lowered 
assessments; in actual fact, he 
said, they will pay only a little 
over one percent more than they 
did last year. 
• The lion's share of the capital 
budget, $532,100, will go to 
Public Works. Planned projects 
include re-capping the pavement 
on Kaium St. and portions of 
Lakelse Ave., storm sewers to 
solve the Pear St. and Hail St. 
flooding problem, Loon St. side- 
walks, a face lift for""Big Ber- 
tha" (the portable spar by the 
Chamber of Commerce), the 
relocation of the Farmers Mar- 
ket, and filling in a portion of 
the Mills Ave. ditch, followed 
by paving thaf section of Mills 
Ave. 
Residents will also be peti- 
tioned for LIP (Local Improve- 
ment Project) paving projects in 
the 2400 block Apple, 5100 
block Mills, 4500 b lock  
straume, 5100 •block Thomas, 
• 4600 block McConnell, 2100 to 
2300 blocks Pear, 2400 to 4600 
blocks Pear, 2700 to 2900 
blocks Hall, the 4600 block of 
the lane between Ottawa and 
Emerson, and a " portion of the 
5000 block Pohle. 
Other projects will see 
$108,000 spent on recreation, 
Courses that may be included including arena roof repairs, up- 
on the list following this week- grading Christy Park road and 
end's board meeting inPrince portable washroom •facilities, 
Rupert are second year English, $25,150 on f'n'e protection, and 
i Sociology and History, Intro-$125,200 ~ on office equipment 
ductory French, PhilosoPhY or 
Classics 101/102, Social Work 
141/142, Geography 150/!60, 
Math ~ 141/142 and tentatively 
Honors Computer Science and 
Chemistry Programs. Another 
program he says may be includ- 
ed is Anthropology of Native 
Peoples,, :~ 
and renovations. Some other 
items in separate accounts are 
six months, funding for a Heft- 
tage Park director, the reloca- 
tion of the Halliwell waterline in 
anticipation of a 1990 upgrad- 
ing project, a five percent wage 
hike for city staff and a five 
percent raise for management 
presently in debt beyond their morning hours of Nov. 11, 
borrowing power. 
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to press. 
Badminton players from Caledonia Senior Secondary School returned here in triumph Sun- 
day after placing second overall in the provincial finals. They were greeted by principal Bill 
Sturn and Terrace alderman Bob Cooper, who presented each member of the group with a 
Kermode Bear pin. Stow on page 8. 
Dampen dump fires, city told 
TERRACE --  The Ministry of 
Environment has amended the 
city's Sanitary Landfill Permit 
effective March 29 this year. 
Under the amended permit, the 
city i snow req~red to restrict 
the hours of pubiic access to the 
site and employ a full time 
attendant during operating 
hours. 
City council ~isn't sure they 
agree these changes are neces- 
sary, however, and have sent he 
matter to the Committee of the 
Whole for further discussion. 
According to Kui B|fidra of 
the Waste Management Branch 
in Smithers the city's permit was 
amended in response to two 
environmental concerns. First, | 
he says, there will be much 
greater control of landfill fires. 
And second, garbage will be 
Covered more frequently, reduc- 
ing the impact 0n wildlife --  
particularly bears. 
"As you are aw~e," Bindra 
wrote to the city in explaining 
the changes, "there have been 
several complaints in the past 
year :or so concerning landrdl 
fires at the Terrace site. The city 
has been very cooperative in 
ensuring that the fires are extin. 
guished. However, the ongoing 
nature of the problem requires 
that a new solution be sought," 
' n  He cOntinued by sate g that he 
was aware of the fact that the 
fires were being lit by vandals 
and said that "restricting access 
should create a significant deter- 
rent." 
In a telephone interview, Bin- 
dra was asked why thei'e should 
be a concern over fires at the 
Terrace site while Thornhill con- 
tinues to burn on a daily basis. 
He explained that both permits 
allow the burning of wood- 
waste, cardboard and similar 
combustible materials, and the 
Thornhill site is used by a great- 
er number of commercial and 
business users who have a great- 
er volume of this type of waste. 
He added that the TerraCe site 
will also continue to burn this 
type of material on a periodic 
basis. 
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Tide's up for 
Riverboat Days 
Reports of its demise seem to 
have been greatly exaggerated. ! t 
appeared for a while that River- 
boat Days, Terrace's annual 
summer celebration, might sink 
from lethargy this year, but the 
community put some steam in it.~ 
boilers this week. 
Spurred by a blitz .of 
telephone calls 'from Riverboat 
Queen Vesta Douglas, more 
than two dozen representatives 
of clubs, organizations and com- 
munity groups gathered in the 
Legion Monday night to discuss 
this year's sequence of events 
and, sort out  sponsorships. 
Whenthe meeting was over, the 
skeletal schedule had acquired 
some flesh• 
RiverboatDays committee 
president Joan Cox told the 
meeting that after recent discus- 
sions with city council "she had 
received commitments for $500 
to go toward promotional dver- 
tising, a promise of sponsorship 
for certificates of recognition to 
goto all participants (maximum 
$250), and an agreement that the 
city will provide all photocopy- 
ing and help with clerical work. 
The city wiff also put on the 
opening fireworks display at an 
estimated cost of $2,500. 
The city will also contribute 
most of the liability insurance 
this year. 
the Seniors' Mile, a race down 
Lakelse Ave. (walking or run- 
ning, two categories for each). 
Pledges will be  takento raise 
funds for travel expenses to the 
next B.C. Seniors' Games in 
Trail .  " 
• The festivities Will be kicked 
off with an open house at city 
hall. 
Vice-president Daisy 
McAlpine said the Riverboa,t 
Days logo and dates will be 
printed on Dairyland milk car- 
tons this year. She ~dded that 
the Northern Motor Inn had 
agreed to sponsor this year's 
Slingers' Race. 
commitments and expres- 
sions of interest from the 
meeting included: 
@ The Terraceview Lodge 
wants to sponsor one or more 
children's events at the Lodge 
site. 
• The Slo-Pitch League will 
hold its traditional four-day 
tournament, and the Kinsmen 
will set up a four-day beer 
garden at Riverside Park. 
• Music in the Park, sponsored 
by the regional museum society. 
• The Chamber ~of Commerce 
intends to organize a window 
decorating and period costume 
contest among local merchants. 
e~ The Legion will sponsor the 
parade and host a beef barbecue 
afterward. 
• There will be a display of vin- 
tage cars in the area of city hal l  
• A horseshoe tournament will 
be held in conjunction with the 
8keenaview Lodge employees' 
reunion. 
• The member groups of the 
Multicultural Association will 
set-up an ethnic food fair. 
• Old Age Pensioners will host 
This year's Riverboat Days 
will run from Aug. 3 to 7. There 
is still lots of room in the 
schedule, and the committee is
looking for new events. Anyone 
who wants to sponsor an event is 
asked to contact Joan Cox, 
Daisy McAlpine, Gayle Holtom 
or Maryann Burdett. 
Events requiring insurance 
have to be booked by May 15, 
the date of the next committee 
meeting. 
• , .  , .  . . . .  . " 
Potholes - -  not only are they a hazard to local drivers, but pedestrians can have difficulty, 
too. This one isn't the city's problem: it's in the Okanagan Skeena Group parking lot near 
the liquor store., 
City declines pothole damage claim 
Dr. Joe Zucchiatti of Terrace when he struck an eight inch " I  realize that the city does 
claims he destroyed two rims 
and two tires wheq he ran into 
an unexpected pot~01e on Jan. 
19 but the city isn't.about to pay 
the $281.85 for the repatrs. At 
least not yet. Inst[ad, council 
has sent his complaint o the 
Planning and Public Works 
Committee who will invite Zuc- 
chiatti:to some future meeting [o 
discuss the problem of potholes 
and damaged cars. 
deep pothole "irrepairably,' 
damaging the right hand tires 
and rims. He says he returned 
home by "alternate transporta- 
tion" and phoned the city emer- 
gency number to report• the inci- 
dent and the location of the 
pothole; he was told by the 
person on duty that he, too, had 
bent a rim on the same pothole 
the day before. Zucchiatti says 
that following his call the pot- 
hole was repaired but not before 
it claimed four hub caps, one 
muffler and two other tires and 
rims. 
According to Zucchiatti, he 
was driving south on Kalum at 
7:15 p.m. on the night of Jan. 19 
not usually pay for damage of 
this nature in usuRl cases," Zuc- 
chiatti wrote to the city on Feb. 
14, But, "The fact that the city 
was aware of these holes for at 
least 24 hours prior to my acci- 
dent and left them unrepalred 
would imply a negligence that 
should allow for compensa- 
t ion."'  "" ' 
But the reply Zucchiatti re- 
ceived from city administrator 
Bob Hallsor on Mar. 15 left him 
less than satisfied. "On the basis 
of my investigation, I do not 
: 2 o~ 
find that the city was negligent 
in its handling of this matter 
and, therefore, .the city does not 
admit liability for any loss in- 
curred,';' wrote Hallsor. 
Zucchiatti replied to this letter 
by writing, "From the tone of 
your.letter I would assume that 
when it was ~ritten you were 
wearing the hat of Clerk Admin- 
istrator in taking care !of soley 
the city of Terrace's needs in this- 
matter. I would like you to now 
change hats and see if you can 
take care of the needs of one of 
the citizens of Terrace." 
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I1.~.11 Revenue Canada Revenu Canada I 
.: l " l "m Taxation Irnp6t I 
Weather report-- April 3- 9, 1989 . . . ~ .  : i 1: 
• : Tax quest]ons  : ,  I 
Apr.Apr.Date,5 '... ,=.= . iWe, ve got the answers![  3 0 1 mm mixed rain end snow : r. 6 0 1 mm mixed rain and snow 
0 1.6 mm mixed rain and snow 
Apr. 6 3 - 1 6.4 mm mixed rain and snow • 
Apr. 7 9 2 .4 mm mixed rain and snow 
Apr. 8 10 - 1 ni l  
Apr. 9 14 1 nil 
Forecast:  Sur;ny with a few cloudy periods right 
through to the weekend. Overnight lows around 0 ;  
afternoon highs around 14 to 15, 
a pancake breakfast. 
e::,The Kermode Friendship q~Alq~lMI  I ng ,  Pkqwl lqut l l  
rcentre will sponsor an arts and Visit the Northern MOtor Inn, for 
~aftsexhibition and adisplay of nightly entertainment. Come to  
native dancing. 
O The Kitsumkalum Band will where the ACTION I s . ,  
host a salmon barbecue on the 
reserve. 30 |6  Hwy. 16 East 
• A major new event was U5-$ ,175  
~iosed  by representatives of i . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' • .... 
• the Seniors' Games assocmtion. 
If qu'estions Crop uP when you're fill- 
ingout your tax return, there's no need 
to leave home for help. The answers to 
your questions are a phone call away. 
Revenue Canada, Taxation will be 
available with answers to your questions. 
From now tothe end of April, Monday 
through Thursday, this service will be 
available to 9 p.m. 
Look for our local and foil-free long- 
distance numbers inyour  telephone 
directory, or at the back of your rincome 
tax guide. 
When you need help, we're close at hand. 
CanadR 
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S t!'he [) art:y theirs week? 
,Teenagers .and.dr ink ing 
4n ..Terrace - -  part  II 
Teen parties. No one can say 
these words imply alcohol 
abuse. Theycan be clean, pure, 
innocent fun. But if they're not 
- -  and five Skeena Junior See- 
ondary students :who talked to 
the Terrace Review say that's 
often the case - -  who's respon- 
sible? 
Often, it's the parents, says~ 
TerraceRCMP Cst, Ewen Har- 
vie. According to Harvie, a par- 
ent who leaves a teen son or 
daughter in charge of the home 
assumes responsibilty for every- 
thing they do .  Under-aged 
drinking, vandalism, drinking 
and driving, injury or death... 
under the law the parent is 
responsible. And this leaves 
everyone a lot to think about. 
Par t icu lar ly  when many 
teenagers sa~, they spend most of 
their week just looking for a 
home with absentee parents o 
they can "party". 
But others assume respon- 
sibility for teen parties, too. 
Organizers of teen dances, ser- 
• vice clubs who rent the building, 
parents who host the "weekend 
event" - -  they're all responsi- 
spending the night". 
Butwhat if the parent asks to 
talk to  their child, or says 
they're going to drop over with 
some forgotten but necessary 
item? "You can't do that," says 
one parent. "The more you start 
playing detective, the more you 
start obviously not trusting, the 
worse it gets." 
This isn't to say we shouldn't 
*trust our kids. Some maybe a 
little wild at times. But after all, 
ents are often at a disadvantage, they're human - -  just like their 
Knowing exactly :what their: parents. And some parents say 
ble, and under the law can be 
fined or sent to jail. 
This is a fact of parenting that 
can't be ignored. It doesn't mat- 
ter whether incidents of teen 
drinking are isolated affairs or 
regular events - -  parents have to 
assume responsibility. But par- 
teenagers are planning or doing 
is often an impossible task, and 
the,teenager has the up~r  hand. 
As one parent expressed it 
during a recent interview, "Kids 
have a solidarity that parents 
haven't." And teens agree. 
"Kids have a network," says 
One 14-year old. "Say my par- 
ents are looking for me down, 
town. In about 30 seconds there 
would be kids telling me... but 
they wouldn't talk to my par- 
ents." 
Or, there's the "sleep-over". 
What's really happening? " I f  I 
want to go to a party I can tell 
parents I 'm spending the night 
somewhere," says another teen. 
"And I can get a kid to answer 
the phone and sa'y, 'Oh yes, I'm 
her mother, your daughter's 
Northern stud, loan 
program.,st ll doubt 
-Michelle Poirier says this is an. 
idea from the Sullivan report 
and at the present ime is only 
being considered by the student 
services branch of the ministry. 
But according to Poirier,. a 
similar program is. already in 
place inSweden --  andit works. 
She says the proposal for a 
Rural Teacher Education Pro- 
gram is based on a predicted 
shortage of teachers by 1992. 
Poirier says she's "very op-  
timistic" that the program will 
eventually be implemented., 
TERRACE - -Skeena  MLA 
Dave Parker discussed several 
items related to therecently 
released 1989-90 provincial 
budget with about two dozen 
voters during a "Town Hall 
Meeting', at the Elks' Hall last 
weekend --  a 13 percent increase 
in education, an 11 percent in- 
crease in forestry programs, a 
small "but substantial" increase 
in health care. But an item that's 
not included in the budget 
caught most everyone's atten- 
tion. 
• Parker said We could soon 
expect to hear about a new 
financial assistance program for 
northern students that would 
forgive the total student loan of 
those graduates who go into the 
teaching profession and work in 
the north for 10 years. 
It appears, however, that this 
- program is only under consider- 
ation at the present ime, and it 
• could be as long as a year before 
northerners •hear anything 
further about it. 
But even under the present 
system there is help for rural or 
northern students that the gov- 
ernment has failed to promote. 
In very general terms, the gov- 
ernment will "forgive" all but 
$12,000 of a student loan to 
students graduating from uni- 
versity. Details on this program 
are available from school coun- 
sellors or college financial assis- 
tance officers. 
Under the new program that 
*Parker was describing, however, 
even the remaining $12,000 
would be forgiven if the grad- 
uate was going into the teach- 
ing profession in a rural com- 
munity. But Ministry of Ad- 
vanced Education spokesperson 
.kids have to assume some of the 
responsibility for their actions 
• themselves. They're the only 
ones who really know what's 
happening. They're the ones 
who can take some preventative 
action if things are going wrong. 
But the law places much of 
I IIIIIIIII - 
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the resP0nsibi!ty on the 
adult, and if they are to assume 
total responsibilty 24-hours a 
• day what can they do? Trust, 
freedom and no guilt trips, say 
teenagers. Knowing exactly 
what's going on, say parents. 
And these differing views can 
place a great deal of stress on the 
family unit. 
As one 15-year old puts it, 
"Last• year I wasn~t allowed to 
go to any unchaperoned parties 
so I had to pull off all these little 
devious things... I had to pull 
off all these little seams in order 
to do it." And during the inter- 
view, this comment forced both 
parents and teens "to face the 
facts and draw a solitary conclu- 
sion. There's only one real an- 
swer: communication. 
Next week, the conclusion of 
this series on the teen party 
scene will ask teens to put them- 
selves in the place of parefits~and 
come up with solutions of their 
own. They, after all, know 
what's happening, know how 
teens feel, and have an idea how 
it can be dealt with. 
To really understand the seri- 
ousness of family stress and 
its ultimate end - -  the break- 
down of the family unit - -  is the 
first step in preventing that ulti- 
mate end. And this is the goal of 
the coming Skeena Theatre Arts 
production, to demonstrate how 
alcohol abuse can contribute to 
the breakdown of the family 
unit or the loss of friends. This 
production is attracting wide- 
spread attention and everyone 
can gain from attending one of 
the performances scheduled for 
later this month. 
Govemment agent Randy Trombley and employee Wilma Champlin are just a few of the 
workers sorting out equipment and boxes of files following the move to their new quarters 
at 101-3220 Eby St. Services at the new "one stop" location include government offices 
moved in from several locations., 
I 
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DATES FOR 1989 
Registration of FRENCH IMMERSION KINDERGARTEN and IMMERSION 
GRADE ONE students in the Terrai:e Area will be on MONDAY,  APRIL 17 at 
.~  !;,-* . 
Kiti K'Shan Primary School, 4730Graham Avenue. 
Students entering Immersion Grade One need NOT have had a background in 
French. This class is open to' any students entering Grade One. Because of 
space limitations we request that you register early in the day. 
Registration of ENGLISH KINDERGARTEN students living in Terrace and Thorn- 
hill will be on TUESDAY, APRIL 18. 
All Kindergarten children registering MUST be five years old by December 31, 
1989. Birth certificates and Immunization records are required. 
All Kindergarten children living west of Munroe Street in Terrace should 
register at Parkslde School, 3824 Eby Street. 
All other Kindergarten children should register at the primary school nearest 
their, home. 
The times for Kindergarten Registration are: 9:N a.m. to 3:N p.m. 
...._~,~,~L.,~,..),.F=~,. ~. ,,.~;.. ~ :, . . . .~ , ,  ~,~..%~,~,,.~,~,.).),,~,~,~.:,~<..,.,.~-,,~a,a~-~-a,~¢ " -" " _ +~ . . . . .  " ~ , ~ - ~ - - " - ' - ' -  . . . . . .  : 
4 T#rrace R~low--.Wednesday,:Apnl 12,.198 ~ 
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The writting on the wall 
Heaven help us all: but the signs are everywhere - -  I. 
there will be a provincial election this summer. 
Our house haruspex (look it up; that's a very 
specific type of fortuneteller that every newspaper 
keeps around for government budget forecasting and 
hockey pools.., ours bears a surprising resemblance to 
a pit bull terrier. We keep him in the attic and feed 
him raw meat with a slingshot) recently examined a 
crow found.in the 4700 block Lazelle. Its intestines 
were tied in half-hitches, a sure bet that an election's 
on the way. 
A staff member reported last week that during a 
walkthrough Frank's Fieldthe sun suddenly went dim 
at  midday and a stellar's jay fell dead at her feet out 
• of a dogwood tree. About the same time while on a 
ramble across Ferry Island another.staffer found his 
feet unaccountably frozen to the ground and a 
Western Red cedar leaned Over his head, whispering 
"doom, doom, doom". Or was that...7 Never mind: 
on  the night o f  March 22 a creature that: bore a 
startling likeness to a deputy returning officer was 
seen bayirig at the full moon from the top of  the 
Tillicum Theatre building, 
There are other signs of a more obscure nature: The 
normally reticent Social Credit MLA for Skeena, Dave 
• Parker, has submitted two lettets to this newspaper in 
the past two weeks and last'week called a town hall 
'meeting On four days' notice, where he'¢xpounded on 
the .virtues of the provincial budget. 
On Monday we received a press release from, of all 
people, Grace McCar.thy. It was the text Of a 
.monolithic speech shede!ivered from theback benches 
in support of the March :30'th" pr0vincial.budget, blam- 
ing the NDP for everything from the breakdown of , 
the nuclear family to the Canucks' elimination from 
the Stanley Cup playoffs in 1977 (well, almost). It's • 
the first we've heard from her since the leadership race 
and one has to wonder... Grace are you..;? 
The indications are everywhere: dogs are beginning 
to bark at journalists, and strangers make warding-off 
signs at us when we meet them in the street, as if to 
prepare us for what's to come. 
But the most frightening sign of all came Saturday 
night at the town hall meeting, where our Staff 
reporter overheard a Social Credit association 
organizer attempting to book the Happy Gang Centre 
for June 3 - -  to hold a pre-election seminar. 
Terrace Review 
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Wednesday  ' 
Perspecttves  "
by Bob JaCkman , 
I don't know if columnists 
are supposed to scoop the 
legitimate reporter types or not,, 
but I can't resist this one. It's 
been kicking• around for a 
while, but no self-respecting 
journalist can deal in conjec -,~ 
lure. They are of course free to 
pick up on rumors and, by ask- 
ing the right people the right 
questions, turn the rumor into 
a legitimate news story. So let's 
try this one on for size. 
Jim Fulton will resign his 
seat in the House of Commons 
to run against Dave Parker in 
the next provincial election. 
Helmut Giesbrecht will run in 
the federal by-election. You 
may have heard it somewhere 
else, but you read it here first. 
I couldn't resist. My heart 
won't let me forecast the 
Stanley CUp winner, andmy 
brain Won't let me suggest a
Canucks upset of the Flames 
(by the time this is printed, the 
Canucks might even be out of 
ifl), so I'm reduced to politics. 
Mr. Fulton has been com- 
menting more than usual lately 
about provincial issues, and 
Hartley~ Bay. A nice tittle retire- 
ment j6b as M DA:(a;J~F~ank 
Howard) could supplement his 
federal pension, build a provin' 
cial pension, and ease his 
return back to real life. Mr. 
Giesbrecht, who presided Over 
several consecutive budget 
overruns as Mayor, would be 
right at home in the rarefied 
deficit budget atmosphere of
Ottawa. Or so tlie scen~io 
goes. 
I could be wrong. But for 
the life of me, I can't see any 
other credible NDP candidate 
out there. Having become pret- 
ty non-political lately, I,m not 
trying to force anybody's hand, 
but I'd rather be wrong in the 
political arena than the hockey 
arena. God, I'd love to see the 
Canucks take it' in six! 
• One of the basic shifts I
think you'll see in our 
economic structure over the 
next few years will be the 
demise of the mediumsized 
company, Buy-outs and 
mergers are slowly changiog the 
relationship between tantifae- 
turers and customers If you Mr. Giesbrecht has ;been keep- 
ing a high profile lea~ng " :  ', try to buy a new car, your 
teachers' trikes. Neither of Chofi:e is limited to GM, Ford, 
these gentlemen are political 
neophytes. By taking a swipe at 
• Fletcher Challenge, (and maybe 
not expecting the tiger to strike 
back), Jim was also taking a 
sideways wipe at the Forests 
Minister, who just by coin- 
ddenee is the MLA he'd be 
• running against. Following the 
pofitical adage of 'print 
whatever you Want¢ just., s~ll 
my name right' Helmut lias, , ,  
seen more PreSs lately than he 
did as Mayor. - 
• Mr: Fulton is probably get'. 
ring tired of cros~g the coUn- 
t ry  and flying trite places h'ke 
maybe Chrysler or a few Asian 
makes. You can take a chance 
on a more exotic type 
(remember the Yugo?) but 
you've got no guarantee that 
parts will be available in six 
months, let alone service, 
ATV? How about a Sony or 
a Sanyo? A computer? IBM or 
Macintosh. Computer soft- 
.ware? Lotus or Microsoft. And 
. if you've got a problem?Well, 
• r • 
you can call their 800 number, 
and stay on hold till hell 
freezes over,., or, you can try 
• to fix.it yourself, ha. ha.,, or. 
You can find some little guy .- ' were potholes... 
with some hands-on experience- " ] 
and a few smarts to fLx it for / ! 
you. 
Because there aren't any 
medium-size companies around 
" that you can reasonably expect• ! 
will be in business next year, 
you might as well go with the 
industry standard. The industry 
standard is 'the big guy' and 
the big guy sells to a whole lot 
o f  other big guys, like govern = 
ments and other big companies. 
The big.guy could care less 
whether you,re happy with 
your car, your TV, your com- 
puter or anything else in your: [ 
life! 
So Who cares about you? I 
have a favorite mechanic, who 
cares enough about how I feel " 
about my car to try to keep it 
running for me. It's almost " 
worth giving up the warranty 
because I know Norm is going 
to fix my car, he's not going to 
charge me extra, and I'm not 
going to have to get my muf- 
fler repaired aweekafter he 
fixes my heater. I found a 
small shop that fixes VCR's, 
and they called: the day after I
took mine in.- It's fixedl In this 
high-tech, industry=standard 
world, it's nice to know.that 
there are people around with 
the skills and the caring at- " 
titude tO fill the void. It's nice 
to know there's room for the 
little guyl 
• And it looks like they've 
started excavating for the new : . . 
mall addition. Several large ex- • 
ploratory holes have been dug 
• in front of the Commerce ' - 
Bank, and the basement for at 
least one building has been dug 
where you would ordinarily :> i
have driven from Ottawa Street ~ 
into the bank parking lot, 
. Somebody tried to tell me me! 





Do you",think it's more difficult 
. . . . . .  • being a teenager now than when 
P ':~2 :' ' rP '" * :" ~ " ~='= '~' /:~::'¢':'':. :: : you were growing up? 
"\  
Eleanor Mlchaud 
I.would. say it's more 
difficult - -  I would say it's 
different. Parents aren't 
taking the Interest they 
should In their children to- 
day. Where • is your child 
tonight? 
Louise Clifford 
I don't think so; we all 
have our problems. 
ShldeyVon Nlederhausem 
Yes - -  drugs and 
alcohol weren't as avail- 
able -- weren't pushed on 
you as they are now. 
:•.g~ 
41i 
• ' . .  
Mike Brady i Ann'Hnatlak Bob Chllds 
It'sjust about the same. I don't think so. The I think they have more 
They think and feel the kids have it easier than things to be concerned 
same today. They prob. 
ably have to face the 
same sorts of pressures. 
when we were growing up. 
"11 i I i ' , . 
about than we did. For ex- 
ample, the environment, 
world peace, drugs and 
other things. 
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Lettem to the:Editor , ,  . . . 
Skeena, MLA supports 
'Access for All' program 
To the Editor; 
Our government has-once 
again voiced its strong commit- 
ment o education in this year's 
Throne Speech and acted quick- 
ly to implement that commit- 
ment. After a highly con- 
sultative, year-long process, an 
extensive xpansion of our ad- 
vanced education system which 
will provide accessible post- 
secondary education to students 
throughout British Columbia 
was announced. 
The Access study began and 
ended with a series of communi. 
ty consultations which involved 
eight regional committees. The 
Government received in total 
over 5,000 representations from 
individuals and groups on this 
issue. 
"Access For All" was an- 
nounced on March 20, 1989. It 
will provide 15,000 additional 
spaces in  university degree pro- 
grams at colleges and univer- 
sities by the year 1995. It on. 
compasses in excess of $35 
million for new programs and 
.increased capacity this year 
alone. As well, 30 new programs 
and 1,000 student spaces for 
career, technical adult basic 
education and vocational 
students will be in place in col- 
leges and institutes this 
September. 
The new "Access For All" 
strategy takes into account he 
fact that one of the largest bar- 
tiers to education isgeographic. 
Therefore, the government has 
developed a process through 
which colleges and universities 
can form partnerships. This will 
enable local colleges to grant in- 
ternationally.rec0gnized univer- 
sity degrees in Kelowna, 
Kamloop.s and.N..anaimg. Allow- 
ing students to receive their 
education close to home will not 
only economically help students, 
it will also give a boost to local 
economies. Too often students 
leave their hometowns to ad- 
vance their education and never 
return. Local communities will- 
now be able to retain these 
young people and benefit from 
the knowledge and skills they 
will gain. 
In addition, our government 
has recognized the need for ac- 
cess to post-secondary education 
in northern B.C. In response to 
this need the government has ap- 
proved, in principle, the 
establ ishment of  a self- 
governing degree granting in- 
stitution for British Columbia's 
north. 
A provincial task force on 
Post-Secondary Education for 
Native Learners has also been 
established in response to the 
finding by the Provincial Access 
Committee that Native people 
are under-represented" in our 
universities, colleges and in- 
stitutes. This strategy will also 
focus attention on literacy and  
adult basic education in accord- 
ance with the United Nations 
designation ~ of 1990 as the Inter- 
national Year of Literacy. 
Through the high level of 
public input in the regional con- 
sultations carried out by the 
Provincial Access Committee, it 
is apparent that the "Access For 
All" strategy directly responds 
to the need and the .wishes of the 
people of British Columbia. I
whole-heartedly support this 
tremendous program which 
acknowledges that a good 
educational system is never 
static but always changing. The 
"Access For MI" strategy is 
another great example of our 
government's ability to. build on 
our already progressive duca- 
tional system in order to make it 
one of the most advanced 
systems in Canada. 
Dave Parker, RPF 
MLA -- Skeena 
Educators advised of 
professional network 
To the Editor; thinking skills, family life 
The B.C. Teachers' Fedora. grams, writing as a process, 
pro- 
self- 
tion's North Coast Zone Profes- 
sional Development Committee 
is compifing a data base and 
booklet that will link teachers 
and educators working in this 
area of the North. 
I ask that any of your readers 
who are working in education 
and are presently involved in 
professional development or 
educational research in any area 
consider sending their names to 
be included in the data base and 
booklet. Educators may be 
working indi~dually, with a 
group or as a school staff. We 
are interested in including as 
many names and projects as 
possible in this networking 
booklet. 
Some examples of topics of 
educational interest might in- 
clude the following: Specialty 
teaching areas from art to 
special education, whole law 
guage, cooperative learning, 
esteem, learning and teaching 
styles, First Nation (Native) 
education, curriculum develo p- 
ment, global education, peace 
education, computer, extra- 
curricular subjects and staff 
development. This list is just a 
sample of current educational 
subjects and we look forward to 
topics in addition to these. 
All educators contributing 
will receive a copy of the net- 
work publication. 
Interested individuals or 
groups should send a brief des- 
cription of your educational c- 
tivity, school name, address and 
phone number to: North Coast 
Zone Network Project, Box 448, 
Queen Charlotte, B,C. V0T IS0. 
Jenny White 
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The way: 
I see it. . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
Well, it's that time of year 
again. Spring cleaning, I figure 
that the extr a daylight, brings 
out some "nesting" hormone 
in those of us who indulge in 
this annual rite. 
So where did all of this junk 
come from? I don't buy junk, 
.but there it is, spread through- 
out.the house. Every year I
throw out boxes of junk, only 
to" find more of it the next 
spring. Where does it come 
from? 
How does one acquire Tup- 
perware lids with no matching 
container? Where did those 53 
comic books come from? And 
whydo I have something called 
"Concrete Cleaner '' when I
don't own anything concrete? 
There's seven paint cans, 
each containing two inches of 
dehydrating paint, mostly beige 
and white. There's empty shoe- 
boxes, which I really can't 
throw out because shoeboxes 
can come in handy sometimes. 
There's hideous chartruese knit 
fabric that r l l  never make 
anything o//tof, but who can 
throw away,,perf e~y good 
fabric? I d6n't kiiow where 
those inner doo~" .~e ls  from a 
'73 Chevy ~am~'~rom. Perhaps 
they were left .by '.the pre~ous 
owner of the house. 
It's awful to be torn between 
the spring cleaning urge and 
the voice of my conscience. 
"Waste not, want not". 
I save buttons, but they 
never match any other buttons, 
so what good are they7 There- 
fore, I can toss out that jar of 
buttons without any guilt, 
right? 
Wrong. I feel guilty because 
of my mother. My mother 
saves everything. Paper bags, 
rubber bands, egg cartons 
("Sometimes the Boy Scouts 
want theml"), and twist ties. 
She's so efficient at recycling, 
I'm sure she could scrape out 
the bottom of my fridge and 
make a casserole of the 
crumbs. She would find some 
ingenious use for those mis- 
matched buttons that I want to 
waste. 
Most men save things like 
nails and screws and wire, like 
squirrels toring nuts for the 
winter. My husband has as 
complete a collection as any 
man, but it seems to me that he 
never has the exact size and 
type of screw needed to suc- 
cessfully repair whatever needs 
repairing. 
No wonder there's o much 
junk around here. 
- I'd like to go on a rampage; ~ 
• and throw out all the paint 
cans, the hroken laundry 
basket, the framed~'~xh-foo t 
map of Squamish;~[he seven 
stubby pencils withbut erasers, 
and the pet door we'll never in- 
stall. But you never know when 
you're going to need just that 
particular item. I envision 
niy~elf Somed'ay, wher/'the ...... 
great depression of the 90's 
hits, sobbing into my 
husband's arms, " I 'm sorry I 
ever threw out those seven pen- 
cils, when we could now use 
the wood to heat our meager 
shack." 
Perhaps if I lie down, the 
urge will pass. 
; Subdivision,dispute 
may be nearing end 
THORNHILL -- Jackpine Flats 
resident Larisa Tarwick may 
finally, be succes'sfUi in her bid to 
subdivide a l~ie,ce 0f property she 
owns on Old./Lakelse Lake 
Drive. 
Tarwick ofiglnally obtained 
the property as a crown grant of 
agricultural ,[an~ in 1979 and 
received title to it in 1983. That 
same year, she mMe application 
to subdivide the land into two 
parcels but the District Agricul- 
ttlrist said the land was within 
the Agricultural Land Reserve 
and, although there were no 
farms in the area and the soil 
varies from ,'sandy to gravel", 
it•was the intent of the crown 
that all parcels of crown granted 
land in that area should remain 
intact. 
The application was refused 
and Tarwick was a~lvised by the 
B.C, Agricultural Land Corn- 
minion •that "your parcel was 
~, originally created as a result of 
an  application to the Agricu! tur- 
• al Land commission which ~on- 
vineed the Commission that 
'there was a need in the Terrace 
area to provide some st~all agri- 
cultural holdings,,., It was deter, 
mined that these parcels have 
suitability for marEet gardening 
and probably small fruit pro- 
duction." At "the same time, she 
was told that a second residence, 
a rental Uniishe had moved onto 
the land, had to be either at- 
tached to her own home, con- 
verted to a storage shed, or torn 
down. To date, shehas refused 
to comply with tl~ese instruc- 
tions. 
In January of this year, Tar- 
wick made a new application to 
subdivide her land. The regional 
district board has advised the 
Land Commission that they had 
no objection, due to the nature 
of the soil in the area but added 
the condition that neither piece 
of property resulting from the 
subdivision should be less than 
10 acres. 
Director Pete Weeber Sa!d 
that he was generally not m 
favor of people acquiring l.and 
"under the guise" of  farnung 
but added that there was general 
agreement that this particular 
site "is not conducive to farm- 
ing". The final word, however, 
will come from the Land Com- 
mission, 
% 
-. . . . 
There Is still some fundralsing to be done, says Fire Safety • House coordinator Ray 
Tremblay (right), but a B.C. Lotteries grant of $14,366 will go a long way toward the comple- 
tion of the project. Skeena MLA Dave Parker recently gave official confirmation of the grant 
to Tremblay during the annual firefighters' awards banquet In Terrace. , ~ 
missions, started at that age in 1971. 
the Editor . . . .  Letter to  : 
Double standard weakens programs , 
that puts alcohol at The government can have as propaganda LT~ Thethe Editor;provincial government he center of a delightful fife- many programs on drug abuse 
i has initiated a long-awaited pro- style. And, the brewing iadustry, as they want and spend lots of 
gram on drug abuse -- alcohol is winning! Although it is dif- money doing them, but as long 
being abused the. worst. The ficult to ~ measure the impact as we have this double standard, 
facts are overwhelming; over advertising has, now almost half our youth Will not take the in- 
half of crime and family of teenagers start 0 drink by th¢ itiativesseriousiy. " 
violence is alcohol-related, as time they are 16 years old, corn- 
are one-third of all hospital ad- pared to a quarter of them who William Hayes, Terrace, B.C. 
What the Socreds in particular 
and some business interests in 
general don't seem to. realize is 
that they contribute and profit 
heavily from drug abuse, and 
they want more. The prolifera- 
tion of privately owned beer and 
wine stores and pubs open on 
Sunday gives business a little 
more profit but, it means more 
alcohol consumption and con- 
sequently more abuse. 
The trends of our youth 
drinking alcohol are getting 
worse and worse. They are being 
indoctrinated with advertising 
City awaits WCB ruling 
TERRACE -- The city's Direc- 
tor of Engineering, Stew Chris- 
tensen, attended a Worker's 
Compensation Board appeal 
hearing last month and if his 
efforts were successful, he may 
have saved the city from a 
$7,000 fine. 
The fine is the result of an 
excavation shoring violation at 
Loen and Eby on Sept. 6, 1988. 
According to the City's Depu- 
ty Administrator Denise Fisher, 
Public Works employees didn't 
think they were contravening 
any WCB regulations at the time 
but WCB inspectors apparently 
didn't agree, The city will now 
have to wait for the results of 
the appeal to discover who was 
right. 
r 
~ J  
Fine Dining 
in quiet euotoundingsl 
~i~~s~ r S p.m. --- 10 p.m. 4620 Lakelse Avenue 
• 638-8141 
Polly's Ca%. 
Frl. & Sit.  10".30 &in.  - -  I s.m. 
t~ndsy 12.~)O a,m. - -  10 p.m. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638"1848 or 638"8034 
I II Cuisine and Canadian 
' °T"°"  g • . ,  7 .~  
Temce, B.C. Ph. 635-IB184 
I 
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ung authors  confe  ....... " " ...... " ' ren¢e . beg=- ns • here  next  week  
B.C. author Ann Walsh will lecture elementary school 
students in School District 88 during next week's Young 
Authors' Conference, organized by local teacher-librarians 
to mark National Book Festival Week. 
Contributed by 
Diane Welsmlller 
.Terrace and District Teacher- 
Librarians have organized a 
Young Authors' Conference .to 
celebrate NationalBook Festival 
Week April 16 -  22, 1989. 
Schools throughout District #88 
will have the opportunity of 
hosting avisiting author to learn 
more about the 'process of 
writing and publishing books. 
Secondary schools in the 
District will be visited bypoet 
Tim Lander o f  Nanaimo. He 
describes himself as an 
"unrepentant self-publisher" 
who likes to look his potential 
readers in the eye. 
Ann Walsh, author of Your 
Time; My Time and Moses, Me 
and Murder(a story of the 
Cariboo Gold Rush), will speak 
to students in the. elementary 
grades. Walshis an experienced 
teacher and is interested in 
amateur 'theater. In  addition to 
her novels, she has also pub- 
lished magazine articles, poetry, 
short stories and plays. She lives 
with her family at Williams 
Lake. 
Brenda Silsbe is a Terrace resi- 
dent who hs~ just had her first 
children's book, The Bears We 
Know, published by Annikin. 
She will visit primary schools in 
/"Ci~eck One'-- 0-  Grade6( 
 mme 
. .  .7  
. . . . . . .  ' TERRACE PUBL IC  L IBRARy ,,.:. 
~ " c IT IZENSHIP  WEEK QUIZ '  " . . . .  
• , ;~,~: - : ' ,  April 16 - 22, 1989 ' 
); Grade 7 - 9( ); Grade 10 12 and adult,(::: 
Phone no. 
:~12 Which  o f the  following is NOT a Canad ian  invention? ............. :::.'~ .-. • 
a) ga s mask; b) frozen fish; c) ice making machine; d) instant mashed potatoes; 
e).pahl~; 0 paint roller. 
2. Who is known as "the Father of Confed( 
a) Pierre E. Tmdean; b) sir John A, Miu 
3. What is the world's most northern comm 
a) Resolute; b) Bathurst; c) Alert. 
Terrace. 
During the week, children's 
writing will be displaye d on 
placemats in local restaurants 
and students from Uplands and 
• Skeena,Jr. High will be demon- 
strating the writing process using 
computers on Friday and Satur- 
day in the Skeena Mall. 
The T.D.T.L.A..has received 
financial support for this project 
from Canada Council, School 
District #88, Terrace District 
Teachers' Association, Upper 
Skeena Teachers' Association, 
Kitwanga Community Associa- 
tion, Kitwanga Lumber, Kit- 
wanga Anglican Church, Kit- 
wanga Home and School, and 
all schools in the District. 
BRENDA SILSBE: Newly 
published Terrace children's 
author. 
S ix  Ter race  ent r ies  
in. B .C .  a r t  fes t iva l  
The Terrace Art Gallery's an- 
nual Juried Show held during 
March resulted in recommenda- 
tions from the judges for 15 
pieces from the Northwest to be 
sent to the B.C. Festival of the 
Arts. j z 
The judg~ -- Jane Stanier 
and Paul Hess from the Emily 
Carr College of Art and Design 
--chose works by six Terrace 
artists to be among the Festival 
entries: an untitled set by local 
photographer AI Richar&on; 
Skeena in February, an0il work 
by painter Wally Humphrey; 
Telkwa Pass by watercolorist 
Karen Watson; The Fence by 
photographer Ken Fraser; Bee 
Eaters, an oil work by painter 
Rick Marco; and an untitled 
work by photographer Dan Hil- 
lert. 
The B.C. Festival of the Arts 
is being held this year in Chilli- 
wack andis titled "Images and 
Objects VII". ' "  .... 
A new exhibit opened at the 
local gallery yesterday. Called 
"Focus on Images", it consists 
of photographic works by-14 
artists. The gallery is located in 
the downstairs section of the 
Terrace Public Library, with an 
imtrance on the west side of the 
building. Hours are Tuesday 
through Thursday from noon to 
3 p.m. and 7 to 9p.m., Friday 
and Saturday from noon to 3 
p.m., and Sunday, from 1 to,4 
p.m. 
The Gallery Association's an- 
nual spring arts and craft show 
and sale takes place this Satur- 
day, April 15, from 10 a.m. to5 




How,many time zones are there in Cana¢ 
a) seven; b) six; c) four. 
Of what metal is the Canadian penny ms 
a) copper; b) bronze; c) nickel. 
6. Which three provinces do NOT border ol 
1 2 
7. What is Canada's longest, river?, 
a) Mackenzie River; b) St. Lawrence Riv( 
"8. Is. there a Mississippi River in Canada? 
yes ( ) no ( ) 
9; Who is the Prime Minister of Canada? 
a) Bill Vander Zalm; b) George Bush; c) 
10.•'What is the color of the Canadian $1,00( 
a) red; b) grey; c) pink. 
JUST FOR FUN: 
i Do you know the location of the heaviest recorded Canadian snowfall in one day? 
• Underline, circle, check or fill in the correct answers to the questi0ns, and return the completed 
quiz to the Terrace Public Library, 4610 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G IV6, phone 638-8177. 
i The last date for entry is April 22, 1989. 
Prizes will be awarded in each category. 
Here's what you can win: 
The Bug and Bottle Book; learn how to catch and identify insects. 
• ii Creatures of the Desert World pop-up book. Beautifully illustrated and informative. 
:ii[ All y.ou ever wanted to know about The Way Things Work, by David Macaulay; Fascinating ex- 
i ~ : ill[ planatlons and drawings. . . 
' : i![ 15rein! The Way of the River, by Michael M'Gomgle, A look at the spectacul~ wilderness of the 
I 
TOTAL INTEGRATION 
DO YOU BELIEVE THAT PEOPLE 
WITH DISABILITIES SHOULD BE 
ALLOWED THE CHANCE TO LIVE, 
WORK AND PLAY IN AN 
INTEGRATED WORLD? 
LOU BROWN DOES! 
(world renowed educator and speaker) 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN ISSUES 
CONCERNING THE DISABLED AND 
COMMUNITY  THEN YOU 
LD PLAN TO ATTEND ONE OR 




LEAD BY LOU BROWN 
DATES: April 26 April 27 
Total Integration in Toial Integration in 
the Community the School System 
TIME: 9:00 - 5:00 p.m. 9:00- 5:00 p.m. 
FEE: $50.00 $50,00 
For more Information on these inspiring and 
motivating workshops, please contact the College 
of New Caledonia at 561-5801 or 561-5823. 
Ca I b i rd  bashers  2nd  in  f ina l  
It was a 
Cooper and his Terrace Caledonia Kermode boys' and 
girls' Senior high school badminton team as they 
finished second in the 16-team B.C. finals at Langley. 
triumphant weekend for coach Robert This superb effort tied last Terrace started with a l0-1 
Flaherty fami ly tops 
local badminton open 
. - , _  • 
of Surrey. Then in the semi- 
The Flaherty family walked off with the lions' share of trophies 
at the annual Terrace Open Badminton Tournament on April 1 
weekend at Thornhill high school. 
Mark, who finished second to Vancouver's Bob Warren in the 
'A '  flight men's ingles, later teamed with Warren to beat out Rob 
Baker of Prince George and Doug Jenion of Terrace in the men's 
'A' doubles. 
Mark then joined wife Judy in defeating Dee Jenion and Warren 
in the 'A ~ mixed doubles final. 
Judy, who finished runnerup to Pat West of New Aiyansh in 
ladies' A' singles, also paired with Fran Mann to knock off Diane 
Cey and West in the ladies' A' doubles. 
Other event winners and runnerups were as follows: 
'B'  f l ight  ( second p lace . ln  brackets )  
Men's singles • Rob Baker, Prince George, (Dan Tuomi, Ter- 
race). 
Ladies' singles --  Karen Oldershaw, Terrace, (Lisa Mailloux, 
Terrace). • 
Men's doubles --  Carl Etzerza Jr. and Sr., Prince Rupert, (Fer- 
nando Barbosa nd Wayne Keuchle, Terrace). 
. Ladies' doubles Lisa Mailloux and Jody Cey, Terrace, (Chris 
• Tuomi and Karen Oldershaw, Terrace); 
Mixed doubles --  Pat West, New Aiyansh and Chuck Cey, Ter- 
race, (Doug 'Jenion, Terrace and Jennifer Eastwood, Mackenzie). 
'C'  f l i ght  
Men's  singles --  Daljit Butter, Prince Rupert (Larry Eastwo0d, 
Prince Rupert). 
Ladies' singles --  Chris Tuomi, Terrace, (Mui Luc, Terrace). 
• Men's doubles --  Ranjit Butter, Prince Rupert and Tore Johan- 
son, Prince Rupert. No runnerups. 
• Ladies' doubles - -  No 'C' flight competitors. 
Mixed doubles --  Phil Davies and M~ Luc, Terrace, (Ken Fraser 
and Andrea Tank, Terrace). 
fall's boys' volleyball team for victory over the host: Brooks- 
the bestevery by anyCaledonia wood team of Langley. Then 
team at a provincial final; the they knocked off Port Alberni 
top placing by a large team in 7.4, andwound UP the round- 
the northwest zone was Prince robin with an3:3 winoVer Sen- 
Rupert Rainmakers who won: tinel, their highly-ranked squad up 
the boys' basketball title back in ~ (The_ format has squadsplay~; against Kermodes.: i!~ 
1964. " " ing a 'total' of 1 l'single:s :ar~l :~: The private schools turned Out 
Kermodes were winners all the 
• way 'til they reached the finals 
against the combined team of St. 
George-Crofton House. 
Teams had been split trite 
four-team sections for round- 
robin play to start. The top two 
in each section then advanced to 
the final eight championship 
round. 
The Ling girls 
finals, they whipped Crawford . 
Bay of Nelson g-3. , . . . .  . • 
St. George-Crofton House, 
meanwhiile, had eliminated ' 
Killarney in the Other semi to put • 
• 'C; Right ',,~- 
regional sports 
Terrace Youth Soccer has a 
referees' clinic on Saturday the 
15th. To register, phone Richard 
Hassett (635-6849). 
Kitimat Youth Soccer has a 
Level One coaches' clinic on 
April 15, plus a youth referee 
cfinic on the 22nd. To sign up, 
phone Muriel at 632.3618. 
Terrace Minor Softball has a 
Level One coaching clinic on 
April 22nd weekend. Phone 
Barb Cooper at 638-0452 to sign 
up. --;,,' 
Kitimat'~[ ?~'~erl0dge advises 
that starting this Wednesday 
night from 7:15to 8:15 and con- 
tinuing til mid-May, mini-soccer 
training .will be held for 
youngsters aged six to eight. 
Phone Riverlodge for complete 
information. 
Terrace Minor Hockey young- 
sters are reminded that Wednes- 
day, April 19th is the annual 
awards night and banquet at 
" ' ' ' t  Thornhdi Commum y Hall. Pre- 
novice, novice and atoms tart at 
6 p,m. Bantams, peewees, 
midgets and ladies are at 8:30 
p.m, Players are asked to bring' 
along only one parent. Minor 
Hockey also advises that the an- 
nual general meeting is Monday 
the 24th at 7:30 p,m, in the 
• library basement. Please enter 
throughrear door. 
Kitimat Minor Hockey's an- 
nual awards banquet is Sunday 
the 23rd at Riverlodge from I to 
3 p.m. It's for players and 
parents. Kitimat's annual 
general meeting is Tuesday, May 
9 at Riverlodge. 
Registration for. Kitimat's 
minor 'fun' softball for boys 
and •girls aged five to 16 con- 
tinues this Saturday from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at theCity Centre 
Mall. 
Terrace Minor Softball needs 
adult volunteer help: for an 
assortment of jobs. Also, older 
teens are required for the up- 
coming season. Contact Ken 
Hendry (635-5269) or Pete Pauls 
(635-5291) if interested. 
B.C. Summer Games playoff 
selections for Cycling will be held 
April 29' and 30 starting at 9 
a.m. both days at Terrace 
Northwest Community College. 
For information, phone Dave 
Weismiller at 635-6984, 
Open .squash and wallyball 
tournaments are coming up 
April 29. weekend at the Terrace 
college courts.: Phone 635-4009 
for registration and informa- 
tion, 
Men's Singles 'A' Right 
Winner --. Bob Warren (vancouver) 
Runnerup - -  Mark Flaherty (Terrace) 
'B' Right 
Winner - -  Rob Baker (Prince George) 
Runnerup - -  Dan Tuoml (Terrace) 
'¢' Right 
Winner --  DalJit Buttar (Prince Rupert) 
• Runnemp - -  larry Eaatwood (prince Rupert) 
ladkm' S tq~ 'A'. R~t  
Winner -- Pat West (New Aiyansh) 
Runnerup -- Judy Flaherty (Terrace) 
'W Right ._ 
Winner - -  Karen Oldershaw (Terrace) 
Runnerup - -  Usa Mailloux (Terrace) 
' c 'hk~ 
Winner - -  Chile Tuoml (Terrace) 
Runnerup - -  MuI Luc (Terrace) 
Men's Doebtm 'A' FliOM 
,, Winners - -  
Bob Warren (Vancouver), Mark Flaherty (Terrace) 
:Runnerupe - -  
Rob Baker {Prince George), Doug Jenlon (Terrace) 
'B 'F" I~  
Winners - -  
Carl Etzerta, Sr., Carl Etzerta, Jr. (pdnce Rupert) 
Runnemps - -  
Fernando Sarbosa, Wayne Keuchle (both Terrace) 
Winners - -  
RanJlt Butter, Tore Johanson (both Prince Rupert) 
No ruhnerupe. 
"I,,mdhHP O0ob4sa 'N  Flight 
Winners - -  
iJudy Flaherty, Fran Mann (both Terrace) 
Runnerupa - -  
Diane Cey (Terrace), Pat West (New Alyaneh) 
'a' FIIgM 
Winners - -  Lisa Mallloux, Jody Gay (both Terrace) 
Runnerupa - -  
C.,hde Tuoml, Karen Oldershxw (both Terrace) 
Mixed Douldm 'A' FIIgM 
Winners - -  
. . Judy Flaherty, Mark Flaherty (both Terrace) 
Runnerupe - -  
Dee Jenlon (Terrace), Bob Warren (Vancouver) 
'S' FligM 
Winners - -  
Pat West (New Alyaneh), Chuck Cey (Terrace) 
Runnerupe - - -  - " :- . . . . . . . . . .  
• Doug Jenlon (Terrace) -., 
Jennifer Eaetwood (Mackenzie) 
'C' Flight 
Wlnnem - -  
Phil Davies, Mul Luo (both Terrace) 
Runnerups - -  - 
Ken Fraser, Andrea Tank (both Terrace) 
Sponsored  by  • . . . .  A complete ~ personol ized Brald Insura  ce Insurance Agency for 
Home • L i fe  • F i re  
Agencies Ltd. . , oo , . ,u . , . . . ,  
ooo, ,, ,o o,,- _ _._ I 1 
• 4648 Lakelse Ave. ,  Terrace AUTH0mZt0 
• • AGEBTS 
• ] Apri l  1st  and  2nd 
Coming events nn 
• TERRACE OPENBADMINTON TOURNAMENT 
The scores are.., 
The 
skills and academic prowess is a 
rarity. Four girls all under the 
age of 21 in one family is even 
rarer, but Dr. Chee Ling of 
Kitimat has four daughters who 
prove it can be done. 
Karate is their sport, and 
earm.'ng degrees in medicine and 
music is their future. 
Dr. Ling's girls all have high 
degrees of belts in their sport, 
Rassamee (20), Tanya (19) and 
Lisa (18) all hold black belts 
whi|e 14-3!ear-old Mee~Lain:has' 
a brown belt. 
Academically, parents 
athlete •who combines couldn't ask for a brainier four: 
some of youngsters. 
Rassamee isa two-time Cana- 
dian karate champ. She is cur- 
rently in her third year of Kine- 
siology at Simon Fraser Univer- 
sity and plans to move on to 
UBC's medical school when 
finished at SFU. 
Tanya placed third at last 
year's karate finals and is now in 
her second year of Biology at 
UBC, with plans to become a 
physiotherapist. 
Lisa~|s ' a" member Of tl~e'B:C. 
karate team and is studying 
music at UBC. She's an 
associate of the Royal Con- 
servatory of Toronto and is an 
excellent concert pianist. 
Mee-Lain came up with the 
championship of her division at 
the Karate B.C. junior cham- 
pionships held earlier~ this 
month. 
The three older girls are com- 
peting this weekend at the B.C. 
spring karate championships at
Douglas College. 
As for Dr. Ling, he's B.C. ~ 
kafate's medical director in ad::" 
dition to his regular Kitimat 
practice. 
doubles matches against each to besuperior andhanded Ker- 
other, with the team winning the modes their only defeat Of the 
most games being named win- three-day series by an 8:3 score. 
- :. Sunday morning the airport her). 
This advanced KermOdes to was packed with students, 
th# championship side and friends and relatives to greet he 
meant • the worst they could, conquering badminton stars on 
finishrWaS eighth, their arrival home. 
Kermodes started with a 9-2 They certainly deserve:all the 
elimination of Queen Efizabeth praise heaped on them. - 
--athletic and smart 
I 
• • . • . 
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fitness gauntlet 
-It's, time to shed long .johns 
andiWinter fat. Time to dig out 
your favorite sneakers, hit  the. 
streets, ~mid trim those over-  
gratulated Terrace, "Your com- 
munity did an outstanding job," 
he said. But he added, "There 
was a bit of luck in winning," 
rested muscles. Time to meet and suggested, "1989 is a new 
(and beat) yet another challenge year"..:Acc6iding to Wozney, 
fr0/n Kitimat whorefnse to be- "Kitimat is prepared to meet he 
lieve last year's defeat was any- 
thing other than just bad luck. 
• Ye.~i Kitiihat' has challenged 
• Terrace and PrinCe Rupert o yet 
another Fitness Challenge and 
it's the duty of all.loyal Ter- 
racites to rallyto the cause. And 
there's less than two months to 
prepare. . 
'"Last year was a ~0fid victory 
for. Terrace: nearly:half the pop- 
ulation got out on the specified 
:day and did 15 minutes of con- 
tinuous exercise. Some climbed 
mountains while those less fit 
waiked downhill - -  but we rose 
in unison to meet he challenge 
~d we won. But we can't rest 
on our laurels and believe Kiti- 
mat will allow themselves to be 
publicly embarrased again. 
Last year's tats look like this: 
Participation i  the fitness chal- 
lenge was Terrace's event with 
49.9 percent while Prince Rupert 
finished second with 42.6 per- 
cent, Kitimat on the other hand, 
only found 27.5 percent of their 
total population willing to de- 
fend their honor. 
But there w~as room for im- 
provement on our part. Prince 
Rupert won _the pool staff Swim 
Challenge with a total of 6,744 
lengths. Terrace placed second 
with 4,751, "Because we were, 
working our buns off and too 
busy to swim" according to 
Tony Toriglia, and Kitimat re, 
corded only 2,817 lengths and 
didn't even have the energy to 
file an excuse as the Terrace 
staff did. 
The corporate challenge isn't 
a part of the tri-city event but 
there is still room for improve- 
ment - -  their participation 
counts towards the Fitness Chal- 
lenge too. Last year, the swim- 
ming pool won with 75 percent 
Staff participation while Cop-" 
perside Foods placed second 
with 70 percent. 
From here though, communi- 
ty spirit went to. the dogs. 
CFTK, .Skeena Health Unit, 
Nothern Drugsand the RCMP 
finished in that order but all had 
less than 10 percent participa- 
tion. At the same time, the. 
Provincial Ambulance Service, 
Terrace Fire Department, Mills 
Memorial Hospital, Shoppers 
Drugs and Terrace Drugs tied 
but not with any great honor. 
They failed to record a single 
entry. Of course the effort they 
made in at least registering was 
more than those not listed here 
at all and should count for 
something. 
In making the challenge, Kiti- 
matmayor Rick Wozney con- 
I I I I ] 
challenge and our organizers are 
currently •underway making 
plans to recapture the coveted 
trophy for•Fit, City." 
This reference to "Fit •City" is 
presumably:designed to fire up 
Kitimat~:residents - -  who 
through kindness and the good 
sportsmanship of Terrace and 
Prince Rupert were not given the 
title "Fat City" last year. 
In accepting the 1989 chal, 
lenge, alderman Darryl Lanrent 
made a suggestion that would 
allow us to sip a hot drink by a 
roaring fire and: watch a live 
telecast of the event - -  "Maybe 
a direct challenge to mayor 
Wozney by our mayor,.." - -  
but he failed to finish. Danny 
Sheridan was quick to point out 
that we shouldn'tpehaps ut all 
our eggs in one basket. 
" I  don't know," said Sheri- 
dan indecisively. " I  see mayor 
Wozney in town quite often and 
lately he's been wearing running 
shoes. Presumably he's been 
jogging back and forth from 
Kitimat o Terrace - -  mainly to 
shop I think." And all this 
jogging, he felt, might give Kiti- 
mat the edge. 
Instead, DaveHull  nlade a 
motion that mayor Jack Talstra 
accept he challenge on behalf of 
the city, effectively firing the 
"first salvo" in the battle for the 
Fitness Award. After this mo- 
tion passed, however, Sheridan 
brought city aldermen back to 
earth. 
"You are all aware," he said, 
"that when this thing happens, 
it's not just the mayor who has • 
to take part in the aerobics and 
whatnot.":It seems this remark 
was directed at Me Takhar. 
According to Sheridan, Takhar 
was "out of town" during the- 
last Fitness Challenge and sent 
his wife into the front lines 




One more basketball playoff 
is coming up this weekend. 
The Terrace Wilkinson 
Canons ladies'senior 'B' team is 
off to Fort St. John for an eight- 
team B.C. championship this 
Friday and Saturday. 
Only six of the teams count in 
standings. Two Alberta teams 
are playing exhibition games to 
fill out 4he roster. The Terrace 
entry is coached by Flip Cervo. 
I I I 
This happy group Is Terrace's Skeena Cellulose peewee hockey team, after they won the 
• championship at a 16.team tournament in North Delta April 2. The local boys took it in four 
straight. 
SOl peewees win big 
Terrace Skeena Cellulose pec- 
weesdidn't know what to expect 
when they headed for North 
Delta March 29 to April 2 for a 
16-team minor hockey tourna- 
ment. 
The boys had had an in-and- .~ 
out season with nothing much to 
shout about, North Delta chang. 
ed all that as. they won four 
straight games and the cham- 
pionship. 
They had a rather easy open- 
ing game on the 29th, beating 
North Delta Wings 1%1. After a 
day off on the 30th,~ they were 
back into action on the 31st, 
when they took a 6-1 decision 
over another North Delta team. 
Next day, in the semi-finals, day final where they counted a 
they coasted to a 14-1 viciory %1 win against Surrey Bruim to 
over Kelowna, take the title. It was a fitting end 
• That put them into the Sun. to the youngsters' season. 
Squash and wallyball 
tournaments soon 
The annual Terrace open 
squash and wailyball tOurna- 
ment is coming up at Northwest 
College courts April 28 to 30. 
The squash section has. four 
divisions for men --  open, 'C', 
'B', and novice. For women's 
play (plus juniors) there's open, 
"B', and novice. 
Wallyball has two divisions -= 
mixed spiking and mixed non- 
spiking. 
Plans also call for a 
1950's-style dinner and dance on 
the Saturday night. For signup 
and information, phone the 
courts at 635-4009. 
1 O ::Regular 
g Games 
• DOORS OPEN AT 4:30 P.M.  
Dollar Bingo Palace 
L818 Highway 16 West 
,~UNDA¥: Terrace Athletics Association .-~:.-~:_'~:~' : : <:~: :, ::> 
MO ,AV: To =e M o, H key :,!:;><' , ,<  
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society !{i! 
-..WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blueback Swim Club ~<:, 
THURSDAY:  747 Air Cadets ~: ii:~ii: 
Ladies of the Royal Purple 
• FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association ~:i~!! 
iii~:~ , - SATURDAY: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation, :i:!!ii~i, 
::':: : Late N ight -  Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club ~"!,: @~':":iiii>i:i " /- 
Kinsmen Club (Alternate) 
EVERYONE WELCOME! = Extra 
(Age  14 years  and  up)  0 Games 
Thank Foul Have a Nice dayl 
Ill I 
"Yes, we nOw have your favorite selection of Imports!" 
635-6300 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE 
Monday to Friday 
10 a.m. to 11 p,m, 
Saturday 
9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Sunday 
11 a.m. to 11 p,m. 
- -  Open Hol idays-  
! ,i 
I I I I I]1111 I l l  I " II I I IIII[ FII " ]II17 l l i~:~-"TiTl i  
. . . .  . f , .~ ' " : ,  . ' ; ,  2 - - '  '~."-..  . : . . ,  , • .~ . ' .  a .~ .  . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . .  
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Judzent is  fou  " :: :!:a,i; . i  . . . .  7 
final spiel : 'i ' 
V~The:closing mixed bonspiei of tored up, whereby'!shots usury: 
the season at the Terrace Curling went the opposite to where you, 
clUh,0n April 1 weekend was wanted, them-to g~. To  add to 
different to say the least. • the fun,-:i!the rough and final 
Late organization managed to " |formal 
att~et only .16 teams, so they 
fixed up the ice to give the spiel a 
ftin.flil, ed aspect. 
One ~ sheet of ice had one 
:target circle located at center ice., 
Teams had to-shoot from both 
ends at the same time. 
Another sheet had three fires 
strategically located around each 
house. The front was open, but 
• you ~had to hit a tire and roll it 
.. into the house for the shot to 
count... 
': A. third sheet had the ice doe- ¶ ' . 
sheet allowed for . play. 
- Ea~hnnk playe~.three games 
and accumulated points  from 
each match.: 
The 3[; points picked up by.. 
rink manager Gord Jndzentis' 
team-put'them into first place. * 
Ron Schmidt's team took sec- 
ond, only two points behind. 
John Kennedy was third. 
With the ice now removed, for 
the season, regular spring and 
summer maintenance com- 
mences Shortly. 
• Walker  ousted in 
PE I  postal curl 
• Losses to Saskatchewan and final spot. When he lost 10-4 to 
northern Ontario on the last day the northerners, he and his mix-.- 
of round-robin play putthe B.C .... ture of talent from around the 
--rink.skipI~ed by Terrace's Dale province f0und themselves.spec- 
• Walker out of a playoff spot at .tators. 
": the. CanadianNationai Postal Newfo.u.ndland, • Alberta; 
:". Curling Championships atSum- northern Ontario and Saskat- 
merside~ PrinCe. Edward Island 
last week. 
Walker had coasted into the 
last day witk ~tn:ieight-win,~ two- 
chewan v~ent on tCi play for the 
• title. ~ 
In the. 12-team series, Walker 
had 'an. eight-win, three-loss 
loss record -- good enough for a mark in round-robin, plus the 
:. first-place tie ~vith Albe.rta and. sudden-death game he lost for a 
• Saskatchewan,' -. playoff~:sp0t, H!s B.C, team h~id 
However,~ his f'mal two games - won the provincial, title in late 
• against .Saskatchewan and janu~y... 
northern Ontario saw Walker .. 
lose both by one-sided scores - -  Strong 
9-2 to the Saskatchewan entry 
and 10-4 to northern Ontario. 
This dropped Walker from a • 
t0p-four semi-final berth and 
gav e him fifth place Overall. 
Action started .on Sunday, 
April 2. Walker earned asplit ir~ 
his first two games that day -- 
beating Northwest Territories 
11-5 in his opener, then losing 
5:2 to Alberta. 
On Monday, he posted two' 
victories to move into a five-way 
tie for first place. He needed an 
extra end to down Ontario 10-8, 
• then some steady curling to take 
=a 4-1 win over New Brunswick. 
He now had a three-win, one- 
loss record. 
On Tuesday the 4th, Walker 
found himself in a four-way tie 
for second place after losing 5-4 
to northern Ontario, then down- and uniforms. So if you want to 
• ing Manitoba 8-3. He was now get involved for a few short 
four-and-two with Newfound- 
land on top. at five-and-one. 
Walker came up with two 
more wins on Wednesday the 
5th to grab a share of the lead 
with three other teams. He shad- 
ed Nova scotia 8.7 in the morn- 
ing and outsc0ied Quebec 9-6 in 
the afternoon. With his six-and- 
.tworecord, heshared first with 
New fie, Saskatchewan and 
Alberta. 
:iWalker moved to eight-and- 
t~to!iThursday with two more 
~- - -  10-3 over Newfoundland 
ahd 9-7 over Prince Edward 
Island. He was now tied with. 
~katchewan and Alberta at 
,~t ,  and-two; 
~ the Friday, Walker's 9-2 
i a~ in= loss to ,Saskatchewan 
, ~ '~e 'd  haveto piay off with 
n-orthemOntario.to, get a semv 
.g . . .  
.°. : : 5"  :i, .::,:: " ] :  ! /  " " 
• ;.~,. 
• . ~ ; : ~ ~  :~': .. 
.. ~,~a~g: ~.  . '  
. . . . .  ,,;:. .~"~:%~ ' ~#~ ~:.d,;e':.. 
. . ,  , {q! . ! : .  . . 
':~:.;~ ~ : ~ ~ . ,  . : .~ i~ :::~!.~ .... ,.. 
The Gord Judzentls:dnk came out On top at the season's final curling event. The scheduled 
mixed bonsplel turned into a "fun" spiel that included positioning.tires on the Ice. , 
April anecdotes , m  
Complied by.Tom Taggart ' 
"April 1: John Weymouth defects to USSRbY walking the Bering Stra 
ALL FOOLS' DAY. 
Airil 2: Birth Of Charlemakne,'Patron of Learning andRoman Emp, 
Birthof the composer, Sergei V. Rachmaninov :(!8,73).. 
Falklands War begihs in the Malvinas Islands (1982)( ' ' : 
Daylight.Savings Time, 1989.. . . .  •, 
April 3: HistoriCal date for the death of Jesus aka "The Christ': (29) 
Bkth'0fthe naturalist, John Burroughs (1837). : : 
- ': : UiS.'"debtpasses the $2,000,000,000,000 milestone (1986). " 
April 4:7:10 p.m., Central Time: Social activist Martin L. King, Jr, 
April 5: Birth of the poet,.AlgernonCharles Swinburne (1837). 




fo r  minor  A'' 9" 
April 11: 
softbal l  April,,= 
Contdbuted by minor 
softball organizers 
-. Registration for Terrace soft- 
ball was a great success. They 
still have a few spots open in the 
older age teams, but are looking 
forward to a great year! 
Softball is in dire need of 
some parent, volunteers to help 
out with things.like quipment 
management, the Concession 
months, please let them know. 
They will be needing a few 
more coaches, so please let Ken 
Hendry (635-5269) or Peter 
Pauls (635-5291) know if you are 
interested. 
Don't forget ~bout'the L vel I 
coaching clinic (the last Level I 
minor softball will be sponsor- 
ing) on April 22 and 23 at a cost 
of $30. 
Minor softball will also be 
sponsoring a Skills Development 
Clinic for players ages 14 to 18 
to be held (tentatively) June 24 
and  25. "This clinic includes 
working on catching and throw- 












running and diding, outfield 
and infield, and pitching. For 
more information on either of 
these two clinics, please call Vic 
Buteau at 635-7389, 
in history events .... 
- j : / ,  
American explorer, •Robert E. Peary locates the North Pole" (1909). ., .., ~ ,, 
Birth (563 BC) of Siddartha Gautama ka "The Buddha". (((EVENT OF THE MONTH))). 
Babe Ruth's unbreakable r cord broken by Hank Aaron's 715th home run (1974) .. . . . .  , 
Birth of the actor/singer, Paul. Robeson (1898). . . . . . . .  .~:: ...~,,c. -, .~. 
Canadian Forces take Vimy Ridge (1917). 
Death of Enver Hoxha, Albanian patroit (1985). 
Seven FBI agents gunned down inFlorida shootout (198 
Death of the U.S. President, Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin of USSR first human to orbit 
RSM Titanic challenges iceberg off Newfoundland (191; 
Death of the existentialist, Simone De Beauvoir (1986). 
U.S. warplanes ucceed in killing Hannah Quaddafi, ag, 
Death by gunshot (1865) of U.S. President, Abraham L 
CAPITALISM DAY, USA. 
Death of the existentialist, Jean-PaulSartre (1980). 
Charlie Chaplin takes the stage (1889). 
50054 ' parallel established between Russian and British 
Bay of Pigs invasion by U.S. (1961)provokes Cuban l~ 
American Embassy in Beirut explodes (1983). 
Earthquake and fire bring down San Francisco (1906). 
Charles Darwin evolves at age 73 (1882). 
Last giant California condor nabbed by :bureaucrats (E
FULL MOON, 1989. :. 
Rome founded (753 BC). " :. 
Birth of the naturalist, John Muir (1838). : 
Birth of Vladimii llylc'h Ulyanov aka "Lenin", Russi~ 
U.S. wars on Spain, grabbing Cuba, Guam, the Philippines:and 
• U.S. Navy captures city of Vera Cruz, Mexico (1914). 
Manfred Von Richthofenaka "The Red Baron" flames out 09 
Germans proudly demonstrate heir ingenious new weapon, poi~ 
1965: Bob Dylan releases his greatest album, "Blonde On Biota 
Death •Of Jacques Farrou (1985), founder of Canada's Rhino Pl 
Birth (1564) and death (1616) of William Shakespeare aka "Th~ 
7,000 crazed Tories flee New York for Nova Scotia and points 
German dive.bombers practice for war by wiping out Ouernica, 
Nuclear meltdown at Chernobyl, Ukraine, USSR proves Soviet fallibility 0986), !,[:i,:~ :
April 27: Birth of the feminist, Mary Wollstonecraft (1759). 
April 29.30: Fascist extravaganza: "El Duce" Mussolini and Adolph Hitler bite bullet (1945)~ 
April 30: Vietnam whips U,S, Imperialism after 14 years of bloody warfare (1975), 
. . . . . .  ' :~; ; ' : . /  , / .~A~:,:~!~ :~" (~ '~ '~.~ ~i "~ ~/~o~- : :% , *~ . . . . .  ~_ '~,  " . : ' .~ - '  ~.*'(.,! * . . - ,~ ; ; . .~ : 'S , ' " - "  " :  :-':~.-:.: ,: r .  :, 
~ i ~ ,  
I 
I d out ofliineups FOI IlS vour agention • " . .  
on GalloIl'S 
:'..: :~i!!,!i[ior :;. Detroit.  Red Wings'".  goals in627minutes, andhad no .: 
• :~:i:~idefenceman. Jeff Sharpies,; the: shutouts. --- , " • 
"::ii!i:ehd Of, the regul~ season d idn ' t "  Also on his record was two 
• .i(givei::him a holiday on thego l f  assists on teammate goals, and 
' ,  ifcoUrse.Unfortunately for goalie only four minutes in penalties. 
:~,Mark Fitzpatrick, it's wait-till- As for  Terrace's: Sharpies, 
:. :next-year as- his New York he 'swi th  the Wings • as longas  
.iISlanders would up outo f the  they keep •winning in the :~.. 
:,layoffs, playoffs this spr ing ;   l)iCture Perfect ..~, :~.Neither local prospect .had Jeff, s season had more outs ,,-~ ~ S~ons . to  Lvrite home abou t, than ins. He was fight in the " " :: / . ;i: 
-i~!-although the future appears, middle.of  Detroit's surplus on 
!:brighterfor both .  defencemen and took a volun= 
! Mark. of Kitimat was in his ,tary r ide to th~ minors to help o f f e r  ...... :~i!i!!! ': .... 
rookie season w i th  playoff- the situation. ~- 
~bound Los  Angeles Kings. Not When it Cleared up a bit, Jeff . . . . . . . .  
. ~ only- .that, he had room and wasn't  much betteroff .  He was . " " -- " '- • '.:::.:!:.~::;~.;!:iii:;:i~:~! 
• :!-board with the great one Mr. still sitting out as many games  as ...... ~i.:~ii:~!: ~=;';::~:~:~;~:;~::~~:~~ 
" :-:, Gretzky. he played due tO the Wings not " " ~, "-: :~~-:~:: :::':~:~,~,~:~~:~;~(~:~ 
. . . .  Then came the blow that shat- trimming enough blueliners. . : ;, ~ ~:;..~!!i ,::.: .... : :.-":: !~:~,~;i~ ~A~!~:~::~:: ; ;~ ' '~ '~  ....... " "  .......... 
::tered Mark's confidence .-- he Topping this off  was a foot in- •, . ~..-r~,~;~.i~z~<~:~..: -  ' ~., ,: :.; !:~ii~!~ :;; ~~',~~~'~:~e~:~:~~:~ 
': ~as traded from a contender to jury that kept h im out of. the" . . . . . . .  ~ ..... ~'~'~;~;~"~:~:~; ;<~:~' '  
;an also-ran, lineup :for three weekends in ' .... ~"~~-":~:~'~:'~:~<~:~"~::~ ...... : /:~:i~:~::'~:"~:~"~'~!;':~i:~:~:~ i ~ : '<~'~:~'  
.:ishot down the Kings' proclama- None of these-wrong side. .- --: .:,./! ~,~:~:;.:!::i:;~:~:::.:;::i.!~ ./ 
tion inpre-season that Mark was. items helped, his offensive ef- -: ~ " 
"-their  'goa l ie -o f : the- future ' .  forts. In 46 regular season I 
::Mark had expected to play in the games, he wound up with four ~•; - 
minors for his first year out of .  goals and nine assists - -  short of 
the junior ranks, but was his excellent season of 87-88. 
~!brought up early by the Kings Jeff's lack of playing time 
:and spotted in several games d idn ' t  he lp  his plus-minus 
~ behind ~heir porous &fence statistics either, although e did 
:corp. finish with a plus five. and only ::~i:i:.::: ". .... 
• : .However,  the t rade  to 26 minutes in penalties. .:.:ii::::ili!i~::!iii!iiiii!i 
• Islanders may be a blessing for ::::::::i::::i!~:::~:::iii~ii:~i::~ill i! • 
• the shy 20-year-old"from the In any case, we ' l lbe  seeing 
Aluminum City. Sharpies at the Terrace Summer ' 
. Mark finished up playing 28 Hockey School in August after 
:games, posting a goals-against (he hopes) Detroit wins the 
average of 3.92. He allowed ;41 Stanley Cup. :..- - [ 
, .  . - . : ' f :  : 
. . . . . . .  . . . .  u" asketball selection . . . . . .  : :  : ' 
. : :%, : ,  
kend ...... .:. Camp this, wee ,: 
:; The best Northwest zone male The girls', work out Sunday ' :: .... • . . _ , . . .  
/and female high school basket- under the same conditions. . . . ,  
-- ball players are gathering, in Ter- Each piayer must pay a $15 - :.-, " . -  : .. .. 
race this weekend for regional registration f£.~.which giv.  them Pely on Canon reintroduce selection camps, a one, year membership with . 
Those selected at the camp Basketball B.C. and a camp 
move on to provincial camps T-shirt. 
later for youth teams (under i 7 )Se lec t ions  for boys will be a copier you:can  pend 
and prep teams (under 16). All .done by Caledonia Kermode . ii~: " -~ -:" 
sessions will be he ld '  at .coach Phil Letham, whose team 
Caledonia senior high school won the zone this season. ::~!!- 
gym. " Camp co-ordinator Hugh If reliability isthe litmus test the NP-1010, the compact Sprint 
The boys' tryouts are Satur- MacKinno,,n will be in charge of e ra  copier, we designed the new does virtually everything by 
day, with under-17 players gir ls '  ch'oice's. He 's  being Canon NP-1010 to pass with itself. So you can have an easy- .~ ,  
working ,out from 9 a.m. to assisted by Dan Van Os o f  Ker- " f l y ing  colours.  We also made it to -use  Canon for bus iness  and  :; 
noon, and under-16 players on mode girls and Steve Pettifer, affordable andinexpensive ' for pleasure. 
the floor, from 1 to 4 p.m. provincial prep girls, coach, to use.  Of  course,  th is  compact  
olonsered Super 670 . you'd expect.- LiRe zoom, reduc- ,qb . . , - '~mml~'mm . 
Takes the ti°n and enlargement' aut°matic The comforting choice. 
o n  exposure ,  a 250-sheet  casset te  l 
-. - and copies up to legal size, . ............................................ -- 
ngh ls !  ' • But it also gives you something Heevywe . unexpected. Because when you 
This ne ~9h purchase  or lease an  NP-IOIO BUSINESS MACHINES 
:JONSE o.~ between Match  15 and June  15, 
r mid'se( 1989, you' l l  rece ive  a Canon Terrace 638.8585 Pr ince Rupert  694-5714 
take ,a 4552 Lokelse Ave., V8G' 1P8 737 Fraser St., V8J 1R1 
S~per 6 Sprint camera and eight rolls FAX 635-4071- FAX 624-5549 
powed of Black's quality 24-exposure 
• ' film, processing included. Like Kltimat 533-5037 
A CUT ABOVE THE REST 
SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 670 AT YOUR DEALER 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD. 
P.O. 8OX 638 --  TERRACE, B.C. VSO 4BS 
613OA HIGHWAY leWES1' eSS4NI 
I . IIII 
| • ". 





, Suppy Ltd. 
Guide . 5239Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 I 
TOTAL:  : '  PRO-TECH i l iWJ /  Te.RACeLTD. 
BUSINESS SERVICES . i ELECTRONIC ~ " - : :  : ' - -="  ~ , 
* TYPING EHGINEERIHG, ,0=.0 ,=. , . .o , . .0  ' [ ~ 4711-A Kelth Ave. 
. vOICE PAGERS.  PHOTOCOPYING ~"~['sS~Lv~C~RTO, N'c ~ A uto Glass Specialists 
,24 -HOUR ANSWERINGSERVICE ' SERVICE  - -  T .V .  RENTALS . . . . .  - , ,  - - ,  . . . . . .  " . . . .  
011~(~ (~ I "= # h :nd ledprompt ly  " B_ " ~I  . "  .  " Repairs. On AlIAppliancesHOme Entertainment , U ~1,~ ~i"~:)4,10 KELSE."ITERRACE' ~ '  [ " ,CBO_0 ,s Ims  
==~C°;:n~r°a~:°::~'~" . :: ~638 1 1 6 6  . 
i i#1-3238 Kalum St., Terrace, B.C., V8G 2N4 ,'w SAWELLrrET.V. ,~ : , • 
• West Coast 2803 Kenney  St reet  " Loader- Backhoe. Trucking 
Landscaping ~ ~  ~ Terrace,  B.C. / - -~¢ J r  TOp Soil • Pit Run * Crush • Snow Plowing 
CHANGES . we,,. Tannln~l System. / Water Lines. Septic Systems , ,  
m 
m a r e  
DESmN--INSTALLATION J..n~ =..ak..R' ~ ~L~ ,,, LANZA products / Ken' s Trucking" Ltd. 
COMMe~',A~L~C,eDeNT, AL 635-2572 g ~,,,,.ve., • .ho , ,e  io r  o , ,  ap l )Oh , lme,d  , 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 3O=_.3Sampe~_ Cry. " PHONE 635.7519" , ' 
• PRUNING" SPRING CLEAN UP Terrace. , .~ .  TOT~ARE - .  • 635-9666 TERRAcE.P'O" BOX 1007B.C_ " " - owKENNSlMONSR 
I 
Terrac" : . ~ ~ , ~ . . _ ~ ~ ~ : . .  . HI QUALITY BELTING " , 
• ~:~- • ~: ~ ' .~  CONTRACTING SERVICES % ~ ~ ~ : ~ - ~  I In t latab leBoal  Repairs Tree  Tr ,mmlng  ~ ~ E ~ ~  M|RC CRUIS RS ~r MARINER OUTBOARDS l Durable High Quality * 
Will cut down any tree! ~ i  : HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINER JETS I • IHOMELIBHT L~W.mWEnS I • i " Vulcanizing Repairs • * 
• YAMAHA POWER IqlOOUCTS I installations, splicing, and repairs k~ "SAFELY"~ SHINOAIWA ' YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEEUERS ' CHAIN SAWS I J  We specialize in c°nvey°r belt " 
, DL No.;~O & I~.ER PRODUCTS i vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
[ :1,000,000 liability for635.7400','OUR protec"on T_L., 4¢)46 Gre lg  Ave . ,  Terrace 638-$,S30 24 HOUR SERVICE 6~S'06(1~ 
Commercial & . 
638-1876 Residential ,,: 
Nathan Wafldell - Electrical Contractor 
1 , / ~ / / a i l ~ ~  4931 Lazelle Ave.,  Terrace 
i i i i 1~=~1~ ~ ~ - Customer service is our No. 1 priority 
- First quality shop service 
- Fast, friendly and efficient 
full service attendants 
I - Complete personalized service 
• Prices are VERY Competitive • 
Plan early for your home ~wwA Investments Ltd. 
Or cabin. Free estimates. TERRACE ESSO SERVICE 1988 
Phone 635-7400 ~0 I.Ikel=e Ave., Terra=e, B.C. 
638-1168 
% I I 
, ,u . , , . , .  , , . , , o r  
. . . . . .  :: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  NewandUled  ~ B & G 
MUFFLER CENTRE Veh ic les  : .'; GROCERY 
" I f  you ' re  satistled, tel l  o thers  , ~. Laundromat & Carwash 
. , . .  i f  not . , ,  te l lus."  ~ ~ Open 8:30. 10:30 dally 
NON or AL . . 4918 Grelg Ave. %'.-. ~""/ :2]'01 8; Kldum 
Tefface, B.C. VeG IN4 635-6180 
• Phone 638-1991 1 : ! ' 
• ' " I • . I 
I I I A I  
Jon'  Photo Graphics 
: Motorcycles; • Chailn|aiws i . :  
Weddings , John Roclers Custom Framing Snowmobiles • Midno Supplies ' 
Portraits Mat Cutting , ..... 
Famlly Sittings @ Posters  ~ ::::TERA4CE~EQUlPMENT 
~ Minute Passposts , ' Limited Editions : !' / SALES LTD. . . . . .  ' 
Dry Mounting . Laminating ./, 
4609 Lakeise Ave,, Terri¢e' B;C.: - Bus. 635-52~. SKIDOO . ' ,-- 4441 Lmkelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. ~ .  ( . : /  , 
Terrace, B,C~SG ! P9 : " ;~ ReS. 635-5S44 " ..... ? :' • " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '~" ' 
• . : , 
r • 
. . . . . . .  • i~ /:~i/ i• i• .~ : / .  z y:I . . . . .  
~ :7'err~ee Rev iew- -  Wednesday,'Apri112,i1989:1i3 
:MP: differ on truck route proposal 
Hwy. 16 intersections'" are al: 
ready hazardous enough, and by 
moving the overpass further 
west an even more serious prob- 
lem could be avoided. 
Council initiated an RCMP 
study of traffic at the Kenney/ 
Hwy. 16 intersection earlier this 
year which deemed the intersec- 
tion safe. Council disagreed 
with that report also, due the 
number of access points in the 
immediate vicinity ot" the inter- 
section and said they would be 
keeping an eye on the situation. 
Takhar suggested that either 
Braun or Frank St. would be 
better alternatives; Braun would 
be favored because it would 
make a direct link with Kaium 
Lake Drive, a future alternate to 
Hwy. 37 North through Kitwan- 
ga. He pointed out at the same 
time, however, that moving the 
ov9rpass further west would be 
more exl~ensive. Kenney would 
Sande Overpass, Keith Ave., Tetrault St.,sidewalks, crosswalks - -  a new truck route. These are.all current topics have to be upgraded, possibly to 
of discussions as the debate on local road conditions and traffic safety continues, four lanes, to the point where it 
reconnected with Hwy. 16. 
TERRACE --  It appears that disagrees, and received the Using a level crossing as op- 
both the RCMP and city council RCMP report for information posed to a second overpass 
agree that commercial traffic only at their latest meeting, could help to cut costs, but when 
must be rerouted to a second Instead, they are relying on a questioned on this point Takh~zr 
S t a r t i n  g a s e r v i  c e  overpass to improvesafety on submission by Director of En- explained that CN is reluctant o 
the Sande Overpass, but just gineering Stew Christensen to approve any more level cross- 
where that new route should the North Coast Transportation ings within Terrace and would business part l joinH~0vy. 16 seems to be a point Committee outlining the need probably requirethatanover- 
- - ' - - -  of contention, for a truck route and second pass be built. The question of a 
An RCMP report submitted overpass but which also suggests truck route and second overpass 
As our economy becomes more corn- to council and the Ministry of alternatives to a Kenney St. con- now rests with the regional 
' plex, the demand for services, as distinct Transportation and Highways nection. Transportation Committee, who 
from physical products, has greatly in- suggests that Kenney St. is a Alderman Me Takhar ex- are required to file their recom. 
: creased. Those services cover a broad logical choice. Butthe Planning plained that the committee feels mendations with the Minister of 
-, spectrum from home repairs to com- and Public Works Committee traffic problems at the Kenney/- State by late June. 
put~r "software, from hai~dressin~ tocon- " 
sultancies of all types, -- 
The increased demand for services is Skyline declares first q.uarter 
one reason for choosing a service 
business as a way of going intobusiness 
for oneself. Anotlier, sometimes more l esson  Johnny Mounta=n mine 
by Phil Hartl, compelling reason, is that a service 
Manager, Terrace business often presents the best oppor- The Skyline Gold Corp. (for- 
Federal Business tunities for doing what one likes or for merly Skyline Resources), own- 
Development Bank which one has a special aptitude, ers of the Johnny Mountain 
i .  ~¸ . 
It's a relatively short step from doing your own household gold mine north of Stewart, 
repairs to doing them for others at a price. Similarly, specialized reports a $1.381 million loss 
knowledge of, or experience in, a particular field is often a during the mine's first quarter 
saleable commodity, of gold production. 
Common to all these endeavors i the ability to provide or sell Company board chairman 
a service on what can be an intensely competitive market. That Ron Shon advised shareholders 
means beinghighly skilled in the service that is being offered. It that net income from mining 
also m~ans a willingness to deliver it under all kinds of demand- operations came to $208,000, 
• ing conditions, however, costs incurred uring 
A home repair service, if it is to become a profitable business, the Comparable period of the 
must be provided in a quick and efficient manner and at prices previous year while developing 
that are competitive. So it is with other services. The consultant the mine were charged to de- 
on computer software has to keep on top of every new develop- ferred preproduction costs, re- 
ment in the field, suiting in the loss. 
Some services are sold over the counter, a drycleaning service Shon also noted that severe 
for example. Others are sold door-to-door. Advisory services are weather during much of January 
often sold on a referral basis; a; satisfied customer tells others, had an adverse ffect on deliver- 
Services can be provided from home or from an office shared ies from the site, particularly 
with others, depending upon what the.service is. Or they may re- copper concentrate. Production 
quire plant and machinery in, for example, a job.printing or totalled 10,400 ounces of gold, 
advertising service. 20,500 ounces of silver and 
: Servicebusinesses can also offer certain advantages which 248,000 pounds of copper. At 
• other small businesses cannot. Depending on the service that is the end of January the compa- 
being offered, a service business can sometimes be started as a ny'.~ inventory of gel d stood at 
part-time occupation and then gradually expanded into a full- 5,800 ounces, with sales for the 
time .occupation. Start:up costs, in these circumstances, can be first quarter at 5,445 ounces. 
nominal. Most agency and many consulting businesses fall into Production at the on-site mill 
i r'this category, began Nov. 1, 1988. 
If it is a franchised service that is being offered, the initial Shon said Skyline is currently 
price of the franchise may be costly but it will include valuable engaged in an effort to establish 
~ marketing and other support, further eserves on the property 
The purchase of an existing service business must be ap- with an underground rilling 
preached with care. All too often, the priticipal asset of the program. Since October, 1988 
business is the skill, personality, reputation and Other qualities of the company has completed 
the former owner without which the businesses could languish. 2,372 meters in the program, 
But whatever the service, however it is offered, providing and and Shon said new ore shoots 
seiling it is business and, like any other business,• it requires continue at depth and along 
sound planning, adequate financing and careful management to strike to the east. 
make it a success. Early in the year the company 
~., We'll look at other aspects of a service business in our next attempted to sell the Johnny 
column, - Mountain operation but re- 
ceived no offers it considered 
acceptable. Shon said Skyline is 
now evaluating a series of joint 
venture proposals that were put 
forward while the mine was up 
for sale. 
Skyline is hoping to hook up 
with one of the major• mining 
companies to capitalize an accel- 
erated exploration and develop- 
ment program on the property. 
The first quarter loss amount- 
ed to $.16 per share on 
8,663,000 outstanding common 
sharq 
CANFOR'S GRANDE PRAIRIE STUD MILL 
IWEDNESDAY, MAY 10th --  10:00 A.M. I 
PLACE: GRANDE PRAIRIEp ALBERTA , 
ENTIRE SAWMILL • PLANER LINE • ROLLING STOCK 
INFEED ~ Dlco K168E & Borko 350 log ldre. • 4 clrc. awing c/o saws • 5 steel log decks • 
log troughs • 6-98" saw slasher deck a DEBARKERS - -  Forano 30" (1987) a Camblo 18" 
• Morbark maser head • Brunette 2T' • MAIN MILL - -  Circ. Husk wl10' carriage • QM 4 
saw 8cregg • Schurman 4-6 DAB 48 edger • Chlp-N.Saw MKIII wlhorlz. & vert. edgers • 
CanCar pocket remsn, edger • 2 hula c/o saws • 2 Fenley stacker lines a circ, resaw • 
CHIPPING -- Preclslon 75" 6K 20" horlz, feed, 400hp • 2 CAE Mod. 55 screens • 2 Holmes 
100hp blowers • 2 Radar feeders .e FILING ROOM - -  Armstrong C17-72 clre.; 3-60C circ, 
• roll a Wrlght W100 auto circ. • Spare saws, Etc • PLANER LINE - -  3 arm tllt holet • trim 
transfer • Yates A20 4 head, belt drlve planer, w/Stetson Ross 511E Infeed • grade etatlon 
transfer system • Fanley stacker • COMPRESSORS - -  2 Sullalr 20.150L, 155hp screw • 
Joy Twlatalr 15Ohp screw • Pall slr dryer • LOG DECK8 - -  Several all steel • CON- 
VEYORS - -  Over 70 conveyors (good chain & troughlng) • Many Transfer Cases • DRIVES 
- -  Over 125 motor & reducer unlts • ELECTRICS -- Several MCC rooms, many else. panels, 
MV lighting, Large qty. mlll wlrlng & trays • PLUS - -  3 Moore kilns • 100 kiln carts a ? 
burner blowers w/computer control • sprinkler plplng & dry valves • cyclones a blower 
plplng • bulldlnga • ROLLING STOCK - -  '85 Cat 926 w/forks • '80 Cat 930 w/forks e 73 & 
'72 Cat 920 w/forks • Toyota FG30, 6000# forklift a Clark C55040 forkllft • '74 Mack 
RO85LS TIA tractor • 
FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST 
• :*,° 
j=  
;view - -  Wednesday, April 12, 1989. 
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..Fishing  gu,l( 
:~. ,,.,= =u=....,,-3tikine R gional 
:District board of directors has 
finalized their response to the 
Ministry of Environment's Rec- 
"n i xed react ion i:n reg ona  otstnc  
would be administered provin- rightS, and classifiC=ition systems The regional district's concern undesirable 
cially and therefore only address for rivers,:l)ecause these, issues ' over the lack of regulatory con-. 
the steelhead proble m. :Other need to be addressed simul, .trol of fish guide licensing goes 
salmon specie s ~e.underfederal taneously by both levels, of ~. back almost a year. In a May 
government. : 1988 letter written~by board 
The report also supRor~s fish- : chairman Jack- Talstra to the 
ing guidesand their value to the Minister of- Environment • and 
local economybut asks for regu-' Parks; Bruce Strachan.; Talstra 
lations requiring fish guide :i wrote,:,!f sport fishing guiding 
training, licensing and imoni~tor - :tieemes continue ~tobe issued in 
ing. They don!t suggest how this the  -~lower Skeena •,-watershed 
should done, however, as that is :with0ut some control over their 
a provincialdecision, nurnbers~ there maY. be some. the future. 
. . . . .  , . L "  . 
reation Fisheries Branch discus- 
sion paper, "A New Approach 
to Guide Angling Manage- 
ment". But not every board  
member agrees with its content. 
The primary area of disagree- 
ment centers around the relative 
priority given to the Native food 
fishery as compared to conser- 
vation practices and the recrea- 
tional and commercial fishery. 
jurisdiction and wouldn't be af- 
fected by any regu lat ion  
changes. 
It is because of this view that 
the regiorial district :recommen- 
dations go outside the provincial 
mandate and include all User 
groups. Particular attenti0h is 
paid-to historical Native rising 
In the regional district's draft 
report, one recommendation by 
Hazelton director Gordon Se- 
bastian suggests that the recrea- 
tional sport fishery should be 
given the lowest prioi'ity of all 
user groups. Half the directors 
wa~ted this changed to give the 
Native fishery top priority, 
while the other half felt that the 
.recreational fisherman should 
be .given rights equal to all other 
user groups. The latter position 
was approved, along with one 
other change: better coordina- 
tion between provincial and fed- 
eral fishery authorities. The 
draft was approved and will be 
: presented to the ministry. 
Better coordination between 
provincial and federal authori- 
ties was felt to be an important 
issue during the discussion he- 






onto the resource base ~nd con- 
flicts between competing =inter- 
ests: local anglers, guides r ~nd 
foreij~n visitors.,' , .. ' 
The;regional district iesP0nse 
• will be sent to the. provincial 
government, who will then~ re- 
v.iew it along with other submis- 
sions;-Regulatory changes, i f .  
any; Will' be made Sometime in 
] Coming Events 
" ,o  - .  . . , 
Friday, Apfl114 --Ameeting will be held at Terracevlew Monday, April 17 --Registration of French Immersion 
Lodge at 4 p.m; to discuss alandscaping proposal call Kindergarten and Immersion Grade One studentsin the 
for the Terracevlew Lodge site. All Interested parties Terrace area at Klti K'Shan Primary School, 4730 
please attend. Graham Avenue. Because of space limitations, we re- 
.Saturday, April 15 -- B.C. Block Parent Association questthat you registerearly in the day. 
I president Elizabeth Shackelton and B.C. Block Parent Monday, April 17 '-- OPEN HOUSE at Centennial Chris- 
news letter editor Martha McArthur will be presenting a tlanElementary School, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 7 p.m. to 8 
workshop on the Role of the School Co-ordinator and p.m: N0win new facilities at 3608Sparks St.An opp0r- 
tunity to discover more ~ibout Christian education. 
Tuesday, April 18 -- Registration of English 
Kindergarten students living in Terrace and Thornhill. 
All Kindergarten children registering MUST be five years 
old by December 31, 1989. Birth certificates and Im- 
municatiOn records, are required. All Kindergarten 
children living west of Munroe Street should register at 
Parkside School, 3824 Eby Street. All other Kindergarten 
children should register at the primary school nearest 
their home. The times for Kindergartenregistr.ation are 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. 
Wednesday, Apdl 19"  KSAN Society will be holding a 
general public meeting at 7:30 p.m, in the library base- 
ment. The public is cordially invited. 
Wednesday, April 19 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will hold 
its Awards Banquet for all players. Pre.novice, novice 
and atom players will be at 6 p.m.. Peewee, bantam, 
midget and ladles will be at 8:30 p.m. Location for both 
times is the Thornhill Community Centre. Players are 
asked to come with only one parent each. 
Thursday, Apfll 20 - Nanaimo poet: Tim Landers. will 
entertain in the TeffaCe Art Gallery(library basement) at 
8:30 p.m. Admission Is free. Everyone is welcome. More 
delicious refreshments will be served. For more Infor- 
mation, call the library at 638-8177. , 
Thursday,/kodl 20 -- Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion plan- 
ning meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the SeniorCItizens' Lounge, 
4623 Tuck Ave. All former employees are asked to at- 
tend to make this reunion a success. 
April 20 and 21 -- The CRy of Terrace, Regional District 
of Kltlmat-Stikine and the Terrace & District Chamber of- 
Commerce are sponsoring the Northwest Mining Con- 
ference in Terrace, commencing on Thursday evening 
with a dinner hosted bythe Terrace & District Chamber 
of Commerce. Further Information on the conference 
can be obtained from the offices of any of the sponsors. 
To register, contact the Regional District of Kitimat- 
Stikine offices in Terrace. 
April 20, 21, 22; May 11, 12 13; May 18, 19, 20 . -  Terrace 
Little Theatre presents Sam Shepard's,Curse of the 
Starving Class, directed by Daniel Barnswell, at the Mc- 
Coil Playhouse, 3625 Kalum St., at 8 p.m. Tickets are 
available at Sight & Sound. Mature content -- recom- 
mended for adult audience only, 
Monday, April 24 -- Terrace Minor Hockey will hold its 
annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. In the library base- 
ment (rear entrance). The list of nominees for executive 
positions will be posted in the arena on April10. 
Wednesday, April 26 -- Terrace Pipes & Drums Society 
regular spring general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Kin 
Hut on the corner of N. Sparks and Halliwell (by the 
horseshoe pitch), Among the items to be discussed are 
changes to the constitution and by-laws. 
Apdl 29and 30 -- Terrace 2-day bicycle race, selection 
race, for Summer Games. Contact David Welsmiller at 
635.6984 for more Information. 
The city has proclaimed April 
28 as an official "Day of Recog- 
nition" for workers killed or in- 
jured on the job. The day will be 
marked by one minute of silence 
at 11 a.m. by local CUPE 
workers in memory of the dead 
and injured. 
According to CUPE Local 
2012 president Julia Mitchell, 
there were more than 1,000 
workplace fatalities and over a 
the 
how Block Parents can help in the •Terrace Fire Hall at 
3215 Eby St. at 12 noon. RCMP Iiaisonofficer Ewen Har- 
vie will open the workshop. If you are interested, call 
635-4845 to pre-reglster. No registration fee. 
Saturday, April 15 --  Children's concert by "Gumboot 
Lollipop" at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at I p.m..Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. A new experience in 
children's entertainment that parents will enjoy too. 
Saturday, April 15 - -  Br. 73, B.C. Old Age Pensioners' 
Organization GARAGE SALE at the Happy Gang Centre, 
10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. We would appreciate donations of 
any good household wares, jewellery, games, books, 
next-to-new clothing, attic treaSures,!ltems{may be left 
at the Happy Gang Centre before or on Thursday, April 
13. For further Information, phone Nell at 635-4556 or 
May at 635-3263. 
Saturday, Apfll 15 -- Skeena Seniors Housing SocleW 
will hold a bake sale at the Happy Gang Centre starting 
at 10 a.m. Donations of baking will. be appreciated. 
Apdl 15 to 23 -- The Kitimat Centennial Museum ~till 
feature a Kitimat Citizenship Council display during 
Citizen Week. The Museum presents Church Art and Ar- 
chitecture of the Ukrainian People until Sunday, May 7. 
This exhibition commemorates the millenlum of Chris- 
tlanity in the Ukraine by exploring the religious arts pro- 
duced over the years in the homeland and Canada. Also 
on display are local collections of Ukrainian Easter 
eE ;s. Hours: Tuesday to Sunday, noon to 5 p.m. Closed 
Monday. 
Saturday, April i5 - -  The annual Spring Arts and Crafts 
Show at the Arena banquet room from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
half-million on-the-job injuries I Monday, April 17 -- There will be a meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
during 1988 in Canada. As well, at Thornhlll Primary School, 3860 Paquette Street, for 
thousands of other workers died those Interested in Joining a "Speech and Language 
of occupational diseases. She Development Support Group". This would be a group 
says Labor Canada has esti- run FOR parents, BY parents. For further information, 
mated these incidents cost $20 please cann Penny Green at 635-4931, local 247; or 
billion annually and in terms of Joyce Beck 635-5773. 
both lives and dollars and that's . Monday, April 17 -- Almost Classic Dinner Theatre 
• just too high a price to pay. Benefit at 6 p.m. in the Northwest Community College 
Not revealed in these stats, 
however, is the pain, suffering dining room. Sponsored by NWCC Students' Associa- 
tion. Limited seatingi Tickets available at Erwin 
and sacrifice by families, neigh- Jewellers or from Rudy and Kim at 635.6511. Includes 
bets, co-workers and friends. 
Andinmost cases, shesays, this elegant dinner, theatre show, complimentary 
other side of the tragedy goes beverages, flower f0r every lady, roses and crystal door 
virtually unnoticed. In 1987, 32 prizes. Proceeds to Recreation and Renovations project. 
FORMAL ATTIRE. For more Information, call Kim Cop 
loggers died in B.C. Last year 
there were 27 deaths. Andthe deiro at 635-6511 (Ioc. 332) or Rudy Motschilnig at 
work goes on while the statistics 635-6511 (Ice. 227). 
continue to grow. •Monday, April 17 -- Theatre Alive Society annual 
Mitchell says that it is hoped general meeting at 8 p.m. in the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
the Day of Recognition and New members welcome. 
i , 6ne-minute silence will bring at- Monday, Apdl 17 -- The Terrace Public Library presents 
::tention to the problem and re- JOe Garner, author of the best selling book, "Never 
imittd workers, managers and the Chop Your Rope", a history of logging In B.C., at 7:30 
:¢0~unity of the need for safe, Mr, Garner was born In 1909 and began logging In 
/h~y:wo-tkplaces. And. that it p.m. • the 1920's. Admission is free. Everyone is welcome. 
i ~lii:serve as an  incentive for Delicious refreshments will-be servedl For more infer- 
work marion, call the library at 638-8177, t :0 :i •~:ii!~i~ii::tO wards that 
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~rnswell says' local PlaY and dialogue among a four- the content o f  the .play, -they 
have been asking member family, won't be able to knock the 
~ fop drama. His answer is Curse Barnswell describes the play production;" 
of the Starving Class, and it as a tragedy, although e notes This is thethird TLT produc- 
-~ sounds like drama with a yen- that there are humorous epi, tion Barnswell has been involved 
::!geance. sodes strewn, throughout it. with. He was in the cast of 
': Barnswell is directing the pro- "It's a tragedy, but the charac- Motherand Fathers and played 
duction for the Terrace Little ters don't realize it. The play Lucifer in The Creation and the 
Theatre, and it will be one of deals with what I guess you Fall ofLucifer forwhich he won 
two:i~ Terrace entries in the could call the modern nuclear best actor in last year's Zone 
~Skeena Zone Drama Festival to ~family,. but it centers around Drama Festival; the play went 
ib~held in Kitimat at,the end of betrayal, the manner in which on to represent he Zone at 
.April. He thinks it has an excel- our society encourages people to Mainstage '88 in Victoria. He 
lefit chance of winning, in which have a dream• and then takes has rived in Terrace for a year 
~mse it will represent the zone in that dream away," he said. and  half (he's originally from 
.!the B.C. Festival, sctteduled for The family in question con- here)' and has 10 years of back- 
" the end of May in Kelowna. sists of an alcoholic father ground in theater. 
. . . .  . The four-member cast is cur- played by Alexis Maikapar (fa- People intending to see the 
• irefitly rehearsing four nights a miliar to local audiences as the play are advised to get their 
~Veck to prepare thepiece. The Cowardly Lion in the TLT's tickets oon-  set arrangements 
Terrace run .will be nine per- production of The Wiz), Merry will occupy a portion of the 
~ fonnances on three weekends in Hallsor as his wife, M.B. Wes- McColl Playhouse where the au- 
/the McColl Playhouse: three ton as the son and Connie Sil- dience normally sits, so each 
"sneak previews" April 20-22 viera as the daughter, showing is limited to about 50 
~and main.runs May 11-13 and This isnot right family enter- seats. 
';18~20. talnment. "It's emotionally ex- 
Curse of the Starving Class is hausting for the audience," Tickets are being sold at Sight 
a full-length, three-act play that Barnswell says. "It actively en- and Sound, 
won author Sam Shepherd an gages the audience, really takes 
• off-Broadway award in 1977 for them for a ride.-No one will feel 
:•the script alone. Barnswell says ambivalent about this play." 
it's the first time such an award Andthe production is going 
was,presented without the play well --Barnswell says, "The 
.being produeed. The plot is an quality is right up there. Even if 
extended description o f  inter- some of the audience don't like 
• ;;".Cancer detection unit 
slated for replacement 
,* The manimography unit at 
~ Mills Memorial Hospital will be 
//eplaced, but who will end up 
i paying for the unit remains to be 
seen. 
. Under the present arrange- 
'ment, the Kitimat-Stikine Re- 
gional Hospital District board 
.*of directors has approved a 
igrant-in-aid for $23,585 for the 
purchase of a Senographe 600T 
~system. This represents 25 per- 
.,cent o f  the full purchase price, 
-and the balance will be paid by 
i the Ministry of Health. 
The board, however, doesn't 
believe they should be paying 25 
percent and they have sent a 
letter to the Ministry's legal 
department asking for an inter- 
pretation of the Disbursements 
section of the Hospital Insur- 
ance Act. According to the re- 
gional district, health care ad- 
ministrator, Judy Tracy, mam- 
mography units are eligible for 
~100 percent funding but the 
ministry has based their decision 
on a different section of theact 
which allows only 75 percent 
funding. 
Tracy points out that one 
section of the act states that 100 
percent funding is available 
"where the minister determines 
that the equipment is to be used 
in providing a diagnostic maln- 
mography service", but another 
section, the one used by the 
ministry, offers 100 percent 
funding for the initial purchase 
of a unit only and 75 percent for 
the replacement of an existing 
unit. 
A mammography unit is used 
in the detection of breast cancer 
but according to MMH execu- 
tive director Norm Carelius, the 
existing unit is not sufficiently 
sensitive for early detection of 
breast umors. For this reason, 
ays Carelius, replacement has 
been given the highest priority 
by the MMH radiologist. "As 
we will be required to continue 
providing a regional service for 
mammography, I urge the Re- 
gional Hospital District to ap- 
prove the 25 percent funding 
share at their earliest conven- 
ience," Carelius stated. 
I 
ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST 
OUT OF YOUR COMPUTER? 
I I I I I  I 
IF NOT. . .  
CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  
- ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business Applicasons 
. ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
. ACCOUNTING Software Installation & Converslemt In major 
.packages Including ACCPAC, BEDFORO, & NEW VIEWS 
- GENERAL COMPUTER CONSULTING and SYS'I'EIII$ SETUP 
i i i 
RAINER GIAHNEUA 8Y8~ P.O. BOX 821, TERRACE B.C., VSG 4B8 
(604) S3S-3444. 
- - _ :.~ 
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Darshan Parmar's contribution to the city was recognized 
last week during a special presentation by acting mayor 
Danny Sheridan. Parmar began working for the city on April 
22, 1971. His retirement date actually came up several mon- 
ths ago, but heagreed to stay on staff an extra six months 
to train new staff. 
• I V • 
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Author  tos  pea k . at  •libr 
B.C. author Joe G~ner Will 
be in ,.Terrace thiS coming Mon- 
day as part of a,t0ur to. launch 
his third book, Never Chop 
Your Rope,  a chronicle of the 
B.C. logging industry as told by 
the people who worked in the. 
woods. 
Garner was born on Salt- 
spring Island in 1909and began 
working in the logging industry 
at the age of 10.•The book 
covers logging history from the 
times when logs were skidded 
with oxen to the modern days of 
helicopter logging. It includes 
profiles of the people who were 
involved, as well as industrial 
and political aspects of B.C.'s 
number-one resource business. 
Career's previous efforts as 
an author produced Never Fly 
Over an Eagle's Nest, an auto- 
biography, and Never a Time to 
Trust, an examination of the 
cougar and its last remaining 
habitats on the islands • and 
mainland of the B.C. coast. 
Garner will be speaking April 
17 at 7:30 p.m. in the basement 
meeting room of the Terrace 
Public Library. 
Your chance to ,get involved 
Keen House - Call us for support and Infor- 
mation If you are a victim of mental or physical 
educe. We're available .24 hours a day to 
women, men and children. Phone 63,5-6447. 
The  'Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
1635-3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcoholics. 
I f  someone elee's drinking Is affecting your 
life; please Join us In Alanon. Meetings ere on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. In ithe. meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. Forinformation or support In a time 
• ofneed, Pall 638-1291. 
• ALATEEN: for young people affected by some- 
one else's drinking. In Alateen you can meet 
others who share your experience, and learn 
about alcoholism as an IIInses. If alcohol Is a 
problem in your family, come to an Alatecn 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeena Junlor'Secondary, Room 111. For more 
Information, call 635-2436. 
A.C.O.A., AduIt.chi!dren of alcoholics .and 
dlsfunctlonal families, •meetings on Thursdays 
at Knox United Church from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more Information, Pall 638-8117. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre needs 
voluntee~ to assist our therapy and.pre-school 
staff with individual treatment programs. Ac- 
tivities include: bike fldihg; swimming-and 
other staff recommendations. For.more infor- 
mation contact Maureen or  Monique at 
e&5-9,~8 or 635-7557. . . 
The Terrace Youth Centre's hours ,,re: For 10 , 
to 19 year aids, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7. 
9 p.m.; For 13 - 19 year aids Fridays, 8:30 p.m. 
to midnight. We offer a variety 0f programs to 
to learn more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further information. 
The Tenace DupllcMe Bridge Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeierla. Anyone Interested 
In playing please" contact Ellen Smith at 
6354096 or May McFarland at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One Parent Family meetings are held the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more in- 
formation phone Dabble at ~ or Helen• 
at 63543,36. 
Sheens Valley Rebelmh Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. In thd'OddfellBw 's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more Information 
call 635-2470. 
PisseS, assist the lees fortunate of, Tmrece. 
The Anti-poverty Group Seoiety is receiving 
donations from people of good will, ec that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged peo- 
ple. Send your contribution to treasurer 
• Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1T3. •Phone 635-4631. 
Tenase Minor Hockey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming •season. Those Interested should 
phone Sandy Marshall at 635-7623 evenings, or 
Dick Kilborn et635-3661 evenings, or 635-6511 
during the day. 
Ten'ace Cgntrect Bridge Club plays the 1st and 
3rdThureday of each month at the Legion. 
• Register by Sept. 30. Please contact Elaine at 
635-2965 or Llnda at 635.5992 or 635-9141. 
• The  Terrace Women's Resource Contre'e 
Interest everyone who comes through the TYC operating hours are Monday to Friday, 12 noon 
or you can Just hang out, it's up to you. We are to 4 p.m. and Tuesday evenings from 7 p.m. to 9 
always In the market for volunteers toot The • p.m. We offer confidential support, informa- 
Terrace Youth Centre is Iboated at ~ Welsh tlon, referrals, legal info., support groups, 
Avenue In the old Ukrainian Hall,• phone 
635-2018. 
Every Monday evening R'S Cribbage NigM at 
Terruc:htew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone In 
the community Is Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Anoclstlon for Community Lldng 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing in Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janlce at 635-9322. 
Terrace Toastmasters -- Do you find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Meetings are the first 
and third Tuesday of each month at Nodhwest 
Community College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
Do you need t mug'/ Come tO COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour, Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge expected. For more In- 
formation or transportation, call HIIda st 
635.7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing youl 
The Terrace Friends and Families of 
Schizophrenics is a support group that meets 
once per month, Meetings are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. Con- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
s is  of the group is to provide community 
education about this IllneSs. Anyone ~wishing 
drop.in:centre and more. 4542 Park Ave., phone 
638-0228. 
The Royal Purple Lodge #216, Terrace holds 
meetings the 2nd and 4th Mondays of every 
month. For information and membership, 
please phone 635.6(H3_ or 635.2415. 
If you have expedensed the lose of a family 
member through suicide and would liketo 
meet with others who have experienced the 
same, please call 6380942 or 635.3178 for 
more Information. 
The Terrace Tennis Club Is now having club 
nights at the Kalum Street courts on Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Sundays. For Informatlon, call 
635-2347 or 638-1514. 
The Happy Gang Cents for Senlore offers the 
following activities: Tuesdays: 10 a.m., sewing 
and quilting; 7:30 p.m., crlbbege and bridge. 
Wednesdays: 1 p.m., carpet bowling; Fridays: 2 
p.m., bingo. First Saturday of every month: 8 
a.m. to 11 a.m., pancake breakfast. Monday 
through Friday every week: 11:45 a.m. to I p.m., 
lunch. Second Thursday of every month: 2 
p.m., general meeting of the B.C.O.A.P.O 
Branch 73. For further Info., contact the Happy 
Gang Centre, 3226 Kalum St. at 635-9090. 
Tenses Pipes & Drums -- Anyone Interested In 
learning how to play the bagpipes or the 
, drums, please call 635.2009 or 635-5905. Any 
experienced pipers or drum mere Interested In 
participating In the Pipe Band are also asked 
to call the above numbers. 
.RECTORY 
"i willboth lay me down 
in peace, and sleep: for 
thou, Lord, only maketh 
medwellinsafety." " 
. .. Psalm 4:8 
o . ,  
. :  
Saturday: 7'30 p.m. ~.~A!lan . 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m. u.m." . ~ ,. 
11:30 a.m. 
4830 Straume Avenue • 
I 
St,. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
sunday Services: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. 
Sunday School classes ate  held during t.he 9 a.m. smtce. Cblld 
cats Is available during the 9 a.m. sauce, 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Clergy: 
Reverend Bill Anderson 
Reverend Peter zimmer 
6aS.q019 
" Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday January 1, Worship Service at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. Belated 
3229 Sparks Street .0S$-$g20. 
I 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh - -  MS.7:11:1 
Divine $ervical Prayer MeetlngI 
Saturday 11:00 a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
3306 Griffiths 635.$252 
Evangelical Free Church 
635-5115 
Sunday School: 
(for all ages) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Sorvlcem 
8:30 a.m./. 1 I:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 






Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
LlS.H14 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Ministers 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:.30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Ten.see Pentecostal Assembly 





Morning Serwlee: 11:15 a.m. 






E~lmlng 8lndce: 6:30 p.m. 
6,1S.2414 
i 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: Pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a.m. Au't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. •Fellowship Sorvlca 6:30 p.m. 
All are cordially Invited 
Youth Ministr ies,  Home Bible Stadia • Visitation 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7,727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9'.10 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
! 1:00 a.m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m. Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information call 
4643 Welsh Avenue 0S5-(14|0 
Chflstian Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Pastor:. 
11 s.m. & 5 p.m. Peter Slays -- 635.2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles' Bible Study 
Wednesdays 9:30 a.m. & 7:45 p.m. 
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Northwest Community College Instructor Dave Dams poses with a few of the 13 graduating students from the 
first truck driver training course to usethe Freightliner tractor, made available to the college at a much reduced 
cost by a consortium of manufacturers. Students learned driving techniques; loading, tying and unloading cargo; 
and the basic day-to-day care and maintenance of mechanical systems. Graduating students are Jao DaSilva, 
Robert Leclerc, Fraser Sutherland, Edward Gleason. and Russell Evans of Terrace; Brad Robertson, Tony Cor- 
deiro and Kim Boutin of Kitimat; Lorne Campbell of Greenville;. John Prlntz and Peter Doornbor of Smithers; and 
Trevor and Tracy Zuk of Prince Rupert. 
Deighton sets before us a meticulously 
by Andrea Deakln detailed world, he is very accurate, and 
explores the ways in which fundamental decisions are made. Why 
did one of the brothers become aNazi and how did their decision 
affect all his perceptions and actions? Why did the other hang 
back? 
Around these two men, Deighton has painted in a collection of 
fascinating and realistic haracters, tossed and turned by the 
same forces which divide the brothers. There are awkwardnesses 
in writing, some of the dialogue feels a tittle contrived and wor- 
dy, but overall this is a most readable and vivid novel with a 
beautifully handled, intricate plot. Winter is published by 
Methuen at $24.95. 
wzth the Len Deighton's Winter begins ' 
birth of the younger of the Winter boys 
in 1899. Their father is a cold intelligent 
man, fascinated by the dirigibles just be- 
ing developed, Their mother is an 
Anierican, by birth and by instinct. 
We follow the lives of these two young 
men, Peter the artist and Paul the 
soldier, through the First Worl d • War, 
the aftermathi the rise of Nazi Germany, 
until Nuremburg. Inthe process, 
Invisible Man "appears" at NWCC 
Michael Hardwick has written several books centered on the 
character of Sherlock Holmes, and a novel in the Conan Doyle 
tradition, "Prisoner of the Devil". The Revenge of the Hound is 
a new novel in that tradition. 
~The book is set in London in June • 1902. The coronation of ~ :~: 
Ed;,vard VII has been delayed; the king had appendicitis, py 
scares abound and there is unrest, It is even suggested that a 
British Revolution is possible, Once again the Safety of the 
Realm is endangered, true Holmesian fare, 
Dr. Watson, in love, has just become ngaged to a young 
The Terrace detachment o f  
the RCMP noted last week that 
they are seeking the assistance of 
the public across Canada in 
recommending recruit candi- 
dates for their police 'dog service 
training program. 
The dog handler for the local 
detachment, Cst. Lothar Bret- 
feld, said the dogs they are 
looking for are German Shep- 
herds between the ages of six 
and 18 months, in good health, 
registered or with a detailed per- 
sonal history, confident, out- 
going, and with a strong 
retrieval instinct. • The dogs 
should also be free of hip 
dysplasia, a congenital joint 
defect hat sometimes appears in 
German Shepherds and other 
large dogs. 
Bretfeld says anyone who 
wants to sell or donate a dog 
should contact him at the 
Terrace detachment or notify 
the officer-in=charge of the '~ 
police dog service training center 
at Box 520, Innisfail, A l ta.  
TOM IAO. 
Contdbuted by , 
Klmberly Cordelro 
"There's nothing transparent 
about Vancouver-based Axis 
Mime Theatre's boisteroussend- 
up of 'The Invisible Man'. It's a 
weird, wild, hilariously in- 
volving piece of theatre that 
ranks high on the must see 
list..." The reviews have been 
nothing less raving! 
And where can you catch this 
play? At theNorthwest Com- 
munity College Students' 
Association's Almost Classic 
Dinner Theatre Benefit l The big 
event will take place Monday, 
April 17 at 6 p.m. in the NWCC 
• dining room. It's a first for Ter- 
race and promises to be a very 
special evening. 
YoUr experience in dinner 
theater begins with early 
cocktails at 6:00. leading into a 
deliciously fine meal com- 
p l imented ,  with chilled 
beverages. Our featured per- 
formance will defight you with 
• its zany parody of the "almost 
classic" version of the Invisible 
Man. T0, to_poff the evening, ~ 
apres-show coffee will be served. 
What a pleasant way to pamper 
yourselfl But wait - -  there's 
morel Each lady will receive a 
lovely flower and two lucky peo- 
ple will take home either a dozen 
: : ductible ~eceipts for donations 
• received. 
Be sure to purchase your 
tickets before they VANISH! 
American, and the great Sherlock Holmes talks of retirement, red roses' or a delicate crystal 
The advent of forensic science seems to be making redundant his 
powers of deduction. Then three different events pur Holmes bowl as mementos of this gala 
occasion. 
and Watson to action. A hound, similar to the Hound of the Not only will this event be a 
Baskervilles, makes its appearance on Hampstead Heath; Mycroft great excuse to dress up in your 
Holmes arrives with a special summons for Sherlock; and Holmes finest, "bu.t tt wdl also be your 
and Watson see a murder committed on a Channel ferry. How opportumty to suppo.~, our Rec- 
c~ they be related -- but related they are --  and they impinge reation and RenovaUons. pro- 
on the safety of the realm. The game's afoot once more. 
Michael H.~dwtck has been eerily successful in recreating the ject.will useTheallStudent'SproceedsASS°ctati°nand dona- 
form and sprat of Conan Doyle's novels. Not only that, he has riom toupgrade the campus rec, 
reation center, replace made- • ~t ten  a truly engrossing and en|ertaining mystery in which all 
i OUr pOwers of deduction• are truly t~ted, The Revenge of the quate equipme.nt..and support 
:~c~nd by Michael Hardwlck, pubhshed by Random House at the student activities program. 
. i $~,96 is a must for followers of Holmes and Watson. . . . .  :We will 81adly tssue tax de- 
Tickets are available at Erwin's 
Jewellers or from Kim/Rudy at 
635-6511 (NWCC). Limited 
seating! 
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BAHR - -  Terri and Andy are proud to announce 
the birth of their daughter Lindsay Lea, born April 
3, 1989 at 1:45 a.m. weighing 8 lbs. 13.5 oz. 
SMOLEY - -  Rick and Debbie are proud to an- 
nounce birth of their third child, a 7 lb. 8 oz. baby 
girl named SarahLouise, on April 7, 1989 at 9:02 
a.rn. A sister for Ryan and Jordan. 
TAYLOR - -  John and Michele wish to announce 
the birth of their daughter Tiera Kirsten on March 
30, 1989 weighing 6 lb. 14 oz. 
i• i:: ~: ,r ~ u 
- , ~.' 
F~~.9~.e ,~ ' 24-hour Phone 
(604)635-40B0 
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KRllm' Financial matters are of pr(meconcern, and your 
Mac. %I.Apr. 19 attention is focu~'d on ereat.ing material security 
• ' . 8ndstatus. . - , " 
TAURUS • • Workin8 with those in confinment calls forth 
Apf.20-Mny20 " capabilities you did#! knowyou hsd. You meet 
theneedsofthemoment. . . . .  
GEMINI  Sharing your personal viewpoints on n ¢ontro- 
Mny H-,hne 20 versinl issue provides a rather surprising solution. 
A higher authority must be guiding you. 
CANCFJR Loyal .friends who are interested in your su~ess 
Junm21-July22 willsee toit that youdoget what Y°U want. 
LEO K~p your mind tuned to achievement of the goal 
July 23-Aug, 22 you have set for yourself. You will reach the top. 
VlRGO Look for an interesting'trip to materialize. It 
Aug.23-Sept. ~2 should pro~,ide' some varied experiences. Spring 
is in the air. 
LIBRA Protect your valuables from sticky fingers. Taxes, 
Sept. 23-O¢1.22 insurance matters, and other account sshould be 
kept up to date. 
SCORPIO Muchactivity revolves around partnership mat- 
Oct. Z3-Nov. 21 tern, or you may find yourself to be a member of 
the wedding party. 
• SAGITlrARIUS Doing kind things for those you love is one way 
• Nov.2Z-De¢.H of working off all that energy and enthusiasm 
you have going for you. 
• CAPRICORN Ease up a little in your demands made on the 
Dee, 2Z-Jan. 19 younger set. Give credit for somuch effort. . 
AQUARIUS Family relationships could suffer if ego gets in 
Jn ,  20-Feb. 18 the way. How you express yourself is easily mis- 
construed. 
PISCES Take advantage of a local seminar to hone your 
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I~gRRACE.- 1"he RCMP will 
beginitheir annual Spring Coun- 
terattack campaign to discour- 
age drunk driving tomorrow, 
grid Cst. Ewen Harvie, the local 
crime prevention officer, says 
anyone atteml~ting • to drive 
while impaired has an increased 
chance of getting :caught this 
~ear. 
,~ Inaddit.i0n, the B.C. Solicitor 
General announced heavier pen- 
aries this month --  mandatory 
license suspension for impaired 
drivers is now one year. 
:Impaired riving statistics for 
the first three months of 1989 in 
the Terrace area show a signifi- 
cant increase over last year: 76 
charges to date, compared to" 57 
during the same period in 1988, 
Roadchecks will be set up at 
random during the campaign, in 
various locations at different 
hours of day or night. Police 
will be using the recently intro- 
duced roadside breath gnalysis 
unit (A.L.E.R.T.), and Cst. 
Harvie says the device has prov- 
en effective in increasing detec- 
tion rates. 
Harvie also points out the 
owner of at least one licensed 
establishment in the area has 
offered assistance in addressing 
the problem: a Mount Layton 
Hot Springs program provides 
an unlimited quantity of free, 
non-alcoholic beverages for the 
designated river within any 
group. RCMP statistics indicate 
that 51 percent of impaired riv- 
ing charges are laid against peo- 
ple leaving a licensed establish- 
ment. 
Spring Counterattack runs 
from April 13 to May 4. 
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What started out as a Creative Writing assignment in Ken Morton's Grade 617 class has 
become a new acqulslti.on for the Uplands Elementary School library. Hannah Rensby 
(left) did the artwork and helped Chris Ekman with the stow in a modified version of 
"The Princess and the Pea". The two Grade 7 Uplands students entitled their stow "The • 
Prince and theJelly Bean", and after receiving top marks in class got help from teacher 
Mike Schneider (above) with some color photocopying. The reproduced version was 
then donated to the Uplands library. 
CLASSIFIED 
• . • . , ,  
L 
- BLANKET' CLASSIFIED .ADVERTISING ' : ! ~  . . . : . !  . 
These Ads appear'in the more than 75 Newspapers of the B.C. and Yukon community ..... • ...... ~ ,  
Newspapers Association and reach more than 1,000,000 homes and a potential two million readers. :i:ii~i;:!!i}:~:~ !~: ::;~i: : ~%1~ 
159. for 25 Words $3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at 635-7840 
AuToMoTIVE EDUCATION G_ARDENING. _ HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE 
Nod0wn payment and bank Stay at home and make Interested in Greenhouse oi Project planner for Packing 
finan¢ing O.A.C. Leaselpur- money. Hundreds of profit- Hydroponic Gardening? Plant, Cawston, B.C. Know- Okanagan.Lake recreational 
chase new, used trucks; able plans. Free details. Greenhouses $195., Hydro- ledge.of organic and natural properties. 85 lots remain- 
cars. B.C.'s largest Ford Write tO S.M.O. Dept. 2,  ponic Gardens $39. , Halides foods and understanding of in0, water, paved roads, 
Dealer since1927. Call,. Bob P.O. Box 24, Bridgetown, from $140. Over 2000 pro- ¢o.op. concept are assets. 1,300 feet common lake- 
Langstaff collect 522 2821. N.6. r B0S 1C0. ducts in stock, super prices. Apply In writing to Wild front, $26,000, terms. Ranch 
D.#~276. Free . Catalogue call Toll West Organic- Co-op, 2471 acreages, 23 titles 20 to 640 
Free 1-800-663-5619. Water Simpson Rd., Richmond, acres, from $,30,000. Mike 
BUSINESS Diploma correspondence. F:arms, 1244 Seymour St., B.C. 276-2411, Fax 276- Gook, Parkwood Realty, 
OPPORTUNITIES Free calendar. High school 8583. April 21189. Kamloops, 374 1221, 372- 
A Unique Opportunityl DIr- upgrading, English, book- Vancouver r B.C. V6B 3N9. 
act .from manufacturer, keeping, Accounting, Corn- I~IELP WANTED PERSONAL 8556. 
Highlysucoessful in Europe puters,: ~ Business Admlni- Certified planerman requir- Calling former Williams 
and U.S. Absolutely no stration, Small Business ed. Must be able to mill- Lake rssidentsl Come meet Gamebird farm on Mt. Leh- 
competition. Patented. Now Management, Office Man- wright. Shift work._ Union your friends of yester- man, Abbotsford. Potential 
available in Canada. ALL agement, Legal Secretary, rates and benefits. Resume year at the city's 60th Birth- commercial zoned. 4.1 act- 
CASH BUSINESS Part/Full Taxation, Marketing, Per-' to Skeena Sawmills, P.O. day and Homecoming Party, es. Remodelled residence, 
Time or Absentee. HUGE sonnel, Hotel & Restaurant Box 10, Terrace, B.C. V8G June 29th. Phone 392-5036 barns, Including federally 
more. i~ational College, 4A3 Attn. Wallace T. for information. LnsPeected hatchery, and 
PROFITS! bNo selling. Prem Vancouver 688-4913. Toll- Schmidt, Planer Superin- Body? Mind? Spirit? Who -~ workshop. By owner. 
ium established locations f ree 1-800-387-1281 (24 tendent, are you? Call 1-800-FOR- $2 0r000. 850-0698. 
TRUTH~ 1-800,367-8788. are waiting. Each $ spent on this product can return hours) Experienced electrician re- 
$20 to youl $11,600 opens EQUIPMENT quired by small commercla! RELIABLE CANADIAN Free booklet. Concrete or 
your chain of accounts. To and Industrial contractor. AND ORIENTAL LADIES wood for your basement? 
receive Information and lit- Excellent portable sawmill, Top wages and benefits. (all ages)seek housekeeping Before you decide get all 
erature call manufacturer bucking station, 4,saw Resume: p.o. Box 3397, opportunity, exchange for the facts. Write: Foundation 
direct, Mon. to Frl.,:9 to 5 scragg, 10" Sherman edger, Courtenay t B.C. VgN 5N5. shared accomodatlon, new focus, 201-1155 W. Pander 
Pacific (West Coast) time. trim table and greencnain. Wanted experienced mach- locations, companionship, St., Vancouver, BC V6E 2P4 
Leave your name, address Consistent production 2900- ine operator for excavation etc. Request further infor- 1-800-663-7774. 
and phone number: 1-800- 3500 board feet per hour. company. Must be profic- mation 1-547-2020 anytime 
663-4171. Accurate dimensions stand- lent In small cat and excava- (7 days). 
Established Hairdressing ard or metric up to 10x10. tor work. Resumes and ref- PETS & LIVESTOCK. . Tod Mountain Ski Resort, 
Business in new premises, 4 All functions hydraulic, ert,,."os to: 120 Redonda ~ -  Kamloops. 21 recreational 
working stations, 3 sinks, ,m4~l~y extrasll Phone 396- Way, Campbell River, B.C. New carrlageslwagbns, res lots remaining at ski hill 
plus - owner/operator or owner/manager. Upholstery FOR SALE MISC. vgw 5T7. . torations, parts and acces- base, $29,500 until May. Sports/news reporter/photo- sodas. Wheel repairs, coach Mike Gook, Parkwood Real- 
Business, Ideal family bus- grapher for twice-weekly rentals. Consignments. Dis- ty, Kamloops, 374-1221, 
iness, one to three people, FINAL DAYSll Hobby car- newspaper In southeastern counts for clubs and organl- 372-8556. 
all Inclusive. For more de- amic distributor close.out. B.C. Experience preferred zations. Csriboo Carriage SERVICES . 
tails contact Charlle North- Save to 60%. Glazes, stains, but will consider recent Works, Box 1017, 100 Mile 
rup, Calderwood Realty, brushes, bisque, greonware, journalism graduate. Dark- House, BC, V0K 2E0. 
BoX 730, Smithers, BC, V0J molds, and more. 594-9955. room experience required. Phone (604)395-4111. ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
2N0, 847..8224. Pacific, Western Ceramics, Must have valid driver's IIc- REAL ESTATE Dale Carr-Harrls ~- 20 years 
Home Business Opportun- 12111 86th Ave., Surrey, ense, Salary per uni.on Large Independent real as- a trial lawyer with five years 
itlm: New Products Inform- B3W 3H8. agreement. Rush resume tate firm Is looking for Iicen- medical school before law 
atlon Centre. Also advertise your product through Inter- Gun bargains. Save uP to and recent clippings to: sed salespeople for expan- 0-669-4922 (Vancouver). Ex Simon Birch, Editor, Castle- slon In the residential I.C.I. per!enced In  head Injury 
national membership. Send 4_0% by subscribing to "The gar News, Box 3007, Castle. and property management ancI other major claims. Per- 
stamped, self-eddreased ~iunrunner." The Canadian Qar~ B.C. VIN 3H4. depar tments .  Relocation centage fees available. 
envelope. Box 544, Sta- monthly newspaper listing Experienced editor wanted help available. Many new 
tlon W, Toronto, Ontario, hundreds of new, used, for twice-weekly newspap-. Innovative tools In place to 
M6M 5C2. modern and antique fire. er In Yellowknlfe, NW'F. earn that extra edge. Re- Major inJury clalms. Joel A. 
Growing optical franchise In arms for sale/trade. Sub- Apply to: Annelles poo, I sume to Sales Manager, Wener, personal Injury trial 
Maple Ridge Mall. IIIneu scription $201yr. to: Gun- Managing Editor, Northern Inland Realty, 322 Seymour lawyer for 21 years. Call 
necessitates sale. Training runner, Box 565T, Leth- News Service, Box 2820, St., Kamloops, B.C. V2C collect, 7.36-5500 Vancouver. 
available. For details call bridge, Alberta T1J 3Z4. Yellowknlfe, N.W.T,, XiA 2G2. Business: 374-3022, If :no recovery, no fee. No 
• 1-485,6506 after 6 p.m. Sample copy $1.75. 2R1 (403) 873-4031. Fax 828 2866. Yukon inquirlas. • 





Organically grown pmk. This ex- 
cellent meat comes to you cut,wrap- 
ped and frozen. $3.0011b., about 30 
Ibe. per package. Phons Hayes at 
635~278 or 635-9388 (wk.). 4/26p 
Tolouse geese. Asking $25 each. 
Phone 638-0001 after 3 p.m. 4/21 
C.K.C. registered Yorkshire •terrier 
puppy, male. Asking $250. Phone 
635-4217 evenings or anytime week-• 
ends. 4128 
WANTED TO BUY: a proud well- 
trained horse, around 15 to 16 hh. 
Phone 635-5284 after 6 pro. 4/28 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Ilecdays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
lrlmmdsys from 1 to ~1 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Slmena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can be 
made In between service hours at 
the following numbers: 635.2122 or 
835-7941. 4128p 
8keens Protection Coalition 
meeting, Wednesday, April 12 at 7 
p.m. in the Terrace Library base- 
meet. Topic -- recycling garbage. 
New members welcome. 4112p 
1981 Eagle statlonwagon, 4x4, 
cruise, tilt, air shocks, AMIFM 
cassette, auto, 6 cyl. $4,500. Phone 
638-1530. 4/5p 
1981 Chemtta, 4-door hatchback, 
standard, 78,000 KMs, tune up, new 
brakes, timing belt, battery, very fit- 
tie rust, good rubber. $1,800. Phone 
635-6455. 4128p 
1NO 4.door Chev. sedan. Good 
engine and tires. Needs body work 
or will sell for parts. Best offer. Call 
635-7236. 4112p 
1983 Ford T.Blrd; 2-door, excellent 
condition. Low mileage. Asking 
$8,000. Phone 627-7168. 4/21 
1978 Chew Mellbu Stationwagon; 
runs well, body rusted, ps, pb, cruise 
control. Good tires, 350, V-8. Asking 
$500. Phone 632-6351. 4/21 
1981 red Corvette; 350 auto, glass 
t-top, factory mags, all options ex- 
cept cruise, 78,000 kms. $2,000 San- 
sui stereo. Louvers, bra & knock off 
performer. Billsteen shocks. Ex- 
cellent condition. Asking $17,500. 
Serious callers only after 6 p.m. 
635-7997. 4/28 
1974 Chew Nova; 350 auto, ps, pb, 
excellent running condition, 4-door. 
Asking $1,200 obo. Phone 638-8338. 
4/28 
1975 Cougar Mercury XLR; needs 
repair or can be used for parts. Ask- 
ing $250. Phone 638-0317. 4/28 
Babysitter(s) wanted for children 15 
and 33 months. Must be responsible 
and Interested In children. 3-6 hours 
per week during the day, also casual 
evenings and weekends. Ares west 
of Kennoy. Phone 638.0639. 4126p 
Anyone with a flagging certificate 
and Interested In highway flagging 
around Terrace, phone 1.690-7207. 
4119p 
i 
Melt euttw with at least 3years ap- 
prenticeship or better. Apply in 
writing to Thornhill Grocery & Meat 
Market, 2891 Clark Street, Terrace, 
B.C, V8G 3R9. 4/19o 
EablNdltsr/lweeskmlm_r_ In my. home 
for two chlldrsn ages o monms anu 
3 years. $35 per day. All school 
holidays off. Must have vehl¢!e, 
references required. Phone 
WANTED: Mature, reliable, occas- 
sionel babysitter needed for ;9 
month old girl. Near Kalum Lake 
Drive. Phone ~8.0784, 4/2t 
Classified Ads - Deadline is Monday, I p.m. 
As a public service the Terse Review ill print free of charge any ad offering to share something 
with the community (eg., rides, child .care, free items): In addition there will be no charge for 
"Lost & Found" or for ads placed by mdivsduals secUngwork. ' 
RATES: Non Display- . . . .  "' per msue, s4.00 for 30 words or less, additional words 5¢ each. 
Display. per issue; s4.75 per column inch.~ ~ • 
• • We reserve the right"tO classify, edit,. Or refuse any advertisement. ~,-~ " " 
TERMS: Payment with order, unless otherwise arranged. : :"• 
Please send your ad with payment to: 4535 Oreig Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VeG IM7 
I 
Four mobile radios (1 portable) with 
antennas, head set, remote 
speakers. Also Includes your own 
private frequency. Asking $1,300. 
Phone 635-3939. " 5117c 
Mountain climbing gear, harness, 
P-tons, climbing sh0es, crampons, 
tent, etc. Barely used. $450 OBO. 
Phone 635-4778 4/19p 
~r~ 
A GREAT BEGINNING TO 
YOUR MANAGEMENT CAREER 
If you are energetic, enthusiastic and eager to develop 
restaurant operations and management skills, the Ken- 
tucky Fried Chicken Management Training Program is 
the spot for you. 
Training is thorough, salaries and benefits are good: 
The job requirements will provide all the. challenges 
you, as a highly motivated person, require for growth. 
Your participation in our program' will depend on: 
• Your commitment o a career in the food service 
Industry 
• Basic knowledge of food and restaurant operations, 
including food preparation, presentation 
and service. :~ ' . . . . . .  
• Ability to perform manageriallsupervisOryfunctions 
• Well developed interpersonal skills 
As a member of the Kentucky Fried Chicken team,you 
will be part of a well established, progressive company 
within an exciting field. 
Send your complete resume to: 
Brian Kirkaldy, 
tic Kentucky Fried Chicken, 
520 Cranbrook Street, 
Cranbrook, B.C. VIC 3R6 
No phone calls please. 
ir ut ty Fried Chicken 
NOTICE TO EQUIPMENT OWNERS 
HIRED EQUIPMENT LIST 
This Company is compiling a Hired Equipment Listand 
advises all persons or companies wishing to register 
reliable equipment such as trucks, backhoes, ex- 
cavators, loaders, graders, rollers, scrapers or tractors 
for work in Contract Area 28, the Stikine District, that 
they should submit details of available equipment to 
the address below, Please submit full details of equip- 
ment including serial numbers and copy of l icence 
registration and WCB number. 
Equipment could be required to work throughout the 
Stikine District. 
Locations include Bob Quinn Lake, Tatogga Lake, 
Dease Lake, Telegraph Creek, Casslar and Atlin. 
Larry Smith, General Manager 
NorRoadco Enterprises Ltd., 
Dease Lake, B.C. V0C 1LO 
CHOICES program is accepting resumes 
forgroup home supervisor. 
Desired Qualifications: 
Degree or c0mmunity college certificate in social 
sciences, preferably in mental retardation or proven 
experience in working with handicapped people; ex- 
perlence In supervising; good communication skills; 
able to work as a team leader. 
Duties: 
Plan and Implement residential programs for all 
clients. Maintain close contact with the consumer, 
parent and'others concerned• in order to ensure that the 
real needs of consumer are being met. Would also re- 
quire valid first aid certificate, B.C. drivers Iicence and 
own vehicle. For more information, contact Linda 
Pelletler, 1-3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
Closing date, April 21,1989. 5119c 
PRESCHOOL SUPERVISOR 
ACCOUNTING CLERK VACANCY at the  , 
Skeena Broadcasters has a vacancy for a full-time ~ TERRACE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTRE 
Accounting Clerk 2. The position will commence May We are seeking a person to fill the exciting and demanding 
1, 1989. position of Supervisor in our special.needs preschool at the 
DUTIES: TCDC. The TCDC is a treatment centre for developmentally 
Take associated company's records to financial state- delayed children with a staff of 13 of which 5 are preschool 
ment level, assist in preparation of Skeena's monthly teachers. 
fina'nclal statements, handle cablevision collections, The successful applicant will have good knowledge of the 
assist in other accounting duties. • developmental levels in children; will have the ability to work 
EDUCATION: as part of a team while displaying leadership abilities and will 
Secondary School graduation with additional courses have excellent oral and writted communications kills, 
in accounting and office procedures. The applicants mustmeet licensing requirements as set out by 
SKILLS: the Ministry of Health and must have previous experience in 
Ability to communicate effectively and work with teaching special needs children. Employment o commence 
minimal supervision. Complete work in a neat, ac- August 1989. Resumes will be accepted until Monday, May 
curate manner, Have good knowledge of accounting 1st, 1989 at the Terrace Child Development Centre, 2510 
and office procedures. Familiarity with computer South Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. VgG 2X3. 
systems an asset. 1 , , =, , , , ,  
EXPERIENCE:  = • 
Three years related accounting experience, • - 
Skeena Broadcasters offers a pleasant, modern work- 
ingenvironment, excellent benefltsand a competitive ~ ' 25  WO I ~ I'I 
salary, Send resume attention Personnel to Skeena / RDS 
Broadcasters, 4625 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B'C' V8G 1S4. i ~ i i  ii 5 1 ~  
Closing date for applicati0ns: April 14, 1989. 1 ' ~ ~ ' 
Motorcycles 
" Ter race  Rev iew ~;W ~nesday ;i~ril i 2,, 1989•, 2 l 
• : " . • - . - o 
- . I i i • 
King size waterbed with padded Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
caps, headboard, heater, six draw- make? Understanding all your al- 
ers, waveless mattress. Asking ternaUves makes you really free to 
$300. Phone 632-3809. ' 4121 choose. 'For, a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
- chair. Asking $350' obo. Phone ING. " " • tfn 
ThOrGitseouklta4ndlan~Band~reQuiresaful, t imeSoc ia l  , Wok-er  w~th he followi-n r  u l ments .~ " • HIdlPa:bed; green in color. Asking Abortion Counlmlllng, Information 
• ~ Worker, with the fOllowing requlremenzs.; i : : i Zenith floor model remote c o n t r o ~ l  $10 ob(L Phone 635-2004. 4/21 andphonereferral638.0994.service. AfterFridays hous10-12"
~ r  cluate; w!thil W, $500. obo. Atachl-VCR with 635-3487 C. nflo dentlal!ty assuredif n
kerback-I remote pause cord, 10 videos, has 
~ , , _ _  - - - -m ~ ~ "  _::--I P .  ~n ntV i~ i  had work done. Asking $300 obo. 
; '  ~em~ " ' ' '  I i- t_~,;....s andto maintain a suh~,antia!.re)cord and file a Phone 632-7319. 4128 
: YFYoSZ::m;nterv .... e nd: esume::'::: ' i i  everythingNeW Queenincluded.SizeNoWaterbsd;scratches DUBE-- Irma, aged 47 yeam, lnTer- 
Jew pleas ise Your r toi: i or marks. Only 3 months old. Asking race, B.C. on April 2, 1989. Funeral 
~ n d  / i $250. Kitchen table with arbrltetop, services •were from the Christ : 
. . . .  : /  SoUthAttn:B°x-36' R.R. 1 \ = u,,,, yHazelt°n'B.C. e l  i ~t i~T l~&oe~t  3 swiVelphone 635.9217.captains chairs. Im-tfn Church Lutheran In Terrsce on maculate condition. Asking $275. Wednesday, April 5, 1989 at 2 p.m. MacKay's Funeral. Services and 
• Crematorium were In charge of the ' VOJ2R0 " - I "an : ' " 'na -er  Almost new Kenmcre upright arrangements. . ' 
I 2-speed vacuum with attachments. 3 I.JUNGH -- Selma Viola (Lois), aged 
, Close t0 downtown & schools position handle, power cord; 84years, InTerrace, B.C. onAprill,- 
I 
Gitsegukla Band• Council 
Management Position Requirement 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OFFICER 
The Gitsegukla Indian Band requires, ,  a full time 
Economic Development Officer. The position will re- 
quire a personwith strong practical skills as well as 
having good business training from a college or univer- 
sity. A working background in the Forestry Sector of: 
the economy is a major criteria. 
For an interview please send your resume to: 
Gitsegukla Band 
. . . . . .  Box 36, R.R. 1 
• South Hazelton, B.C. 
: .... VOJ2RO ............................ ~i ............ 
Attn: Band Manager 
STAFF PHARMACIST 
A Licenced Pharmacist is required in a busy 124-bed ac- 
credited hospital in Prince Rupert, B:C. 
Hospital experience preferred, but not necessary. 
Duties include dispensing, chemotherapy, I.V. admixture, 
wardstock supplies, and inventory control, •under the direct 
supervision of a Pharmacy Manager. 
Salary as per HSA contract plus a generous benefit package. 
Contact: 
Johanne Fort 
Director Patient Services, 
Prince Rupert Regional Hospital 
1305 Summit Avenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. VSJ 2A6 
624.2171 or FAX 627-1224 
"Best in Town!" 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
s325 ,-o,, s360 
I I  Attractive, sp'a¢leUs, with storage room. 
: Colom~l appliances end fixtures. 
Buutlfu'l CUltUral#, double stainless sinks. 
I I  Large balconies with acnmned paflo door& 
, I I  Laundry facilities. 
• • ~?ur i ty  enter.phones ind  dea¢lboltl. " '  . 
, ~ .a ~bIl~. o~ped end ~ont ineted to wlw'oaqaet& . 
i. : 1181x r, hsnnel satelllts T.V. " " i 
i t Ret~m~a ~lu l~.  •"" ' 
• . r ~ 
.... / Phone: 
, Rents start at $340.00 
References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635 ,3922 or 635-5224 
• RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq .ft: store front 
retail space !n the 
Ter race  Min i -Mal l .  
Available • Feb. 1st. 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635-6158. tfnc 
FOR SALE  
Pre- fabbed wood con- 
structed tool and garden 
sheds, workshops, garages, 
utility bldgs. Also affordably 
priced greenhouses. Deliver- 
ed and assembled from $185. 
Phone Bakker's Modular 
Structures at 638-1768 even- 
ings. 
-Two 45 gallon oak Whiskey barrels 
for sale; Ideal for flower planters. 
Asking $10. each. Phone 632-7341. 
4121 
New colonial •chandelier. Paid $169. 
new. Will sell for $69. Phone 
632-2278. 4121 
Noroo 12-speed man's bike; red, new 
tires, handle grips, water bottle. Ful- 
ly • loaded. Asking $200. Phone 
638-1689 anytime. 4121 
Apple II Clone 48K with dual drive 
board, $250.; 16K expansion board, 
$135.; Speaker board, $80.; Parallel 
printer board, $125.; 5% drive, $90.; 
Amdek monitor, $90.; Microcan Joy. 
stick, $40.; Athena speech program, 
$50. Will sell separate as listed or all 
for $750. Phone 635-6983 after 6 pm. 
4121 
Looking for small gid's bicycle 
suitable for a 5 or 6 year old.Phone 
638-0112 evenings. 4/28 
Homelite chalnsaw, excellent runn- 
Ing condition. Needs a chain. Asking 
$50 obo. Phone 635J,601. 4/28 
Atarl 800 XL computer Includes 
Atarl 1050 Disk Drive and 144 games 
worth $3,000. 64K Ram Memory run 
on color "IV. Asking $500. Phone 
632-7612. 4128 
Key0haln Collsctlon; over 1000 dif- 
ferent key chains. French book. ~ 
Stereo. Phone 635;3243. 4/28 
Port.a.potty, $68. Sound movie 
camera, $175. Burl coffee table, 
$500. Dehumidifier, $200. Phone 
635-2507. 4128 
Nsmq~tpw roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phons 635-7840. tfnp 
Sectional couch, beige, good condi. 
tlon. Asking $400. Phone 635-6794. 
4/28 
automatic height adjustment. Paid 
$375. Will sell for $195 obo. 514 
Child's infant.size bed in shape of a 
car, $200 obo; 1982 440SS Yamaha 
sktdoo, excellent condition, $3,300 
obo. 1982 250 MAKe dirt bike, ex- 
cellent condition, $1,700 obo. Brown 
& white 6-drawer dresser with mir- 
ror, $150.; 33 gallon octagon-shaped 
fish tank and aquarium with stand 
and all accessories -- worth at least 
$1,000. Asking $400. Must be seen. 
Phone 632-6568. 5/4 
Visitor to Terrace lost a zippered tan 
plastic cosmetic bag. Contains a 
Royal Bank plastic card. Call Ger- 
trude MaoDougall at 635-9681. 4119p 
Serviced Pads For Rent 
at Woodland Heights Mobile 
Home Court, 3624 Old Lakelae 
Lake Road. $130 per month net. 
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. 
tfn¢ 
I 
12'x98' Pad(wood; good condition, 3 
bedrooms, stove, fridge, freezer. In- 
cluded with• 3 room addition 15'x30'. 
Both with wood heat and/or oll heat. 
Phone 632-3487 or 632-5898. 514 
1972 Sefeway mobile home; 3 
bedrooms, utility room, natural gas 
furnace, fridge & stove. Quiet trailer 
court in Thornhlll. Asking $8,000. 
obo. Phone 635-9268. 514 
Harley Davldmon FXR, 1340cc, In- 
eludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635.7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
1978 Honda 178, $500. 1974 Honda 
70, $100. Phone 635-2956. 5/17p 
1986 Yamaha FZ750, many extras. 
1987 RZ350. Both in excellent shape. 
Asking $5,000. for FZ750. Asking 
$3,000. for RZ350. Phone 624-6050. 
4121 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part-time or drop-in available. Phone 
688~429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
INTRODUCTION TO 
METAPHYSICS 
April 20 to June 14. 
Terrace Women s Centre at 
7:30 p.m. Pre-registration. 
For more information coil 
MI.Sl Ig.  
Kltlmat Calais Line and referral ser- 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 s,m. Answering ser- 
vice during the day. tfnp 
1989. Memorial service was from the 
Salvation Army Church In Terrace on 
Friday, April 7, 1989 at 1:00 p.m. 
-MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were in charge of the 
arrangements. 
I Geo~Be Hrycyk am not responsible 
for any debts Incurred by my wife 
Anna Mary Hrycyk. 5/10/I) 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-sere hobby farm designed for kids 
and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex- 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facilities for two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horeeell). Five minutes from 
town, city close, country Ilvlngl Ask- 
Ing $72,000. Phone 635-2808. 4/191) 
98'x137' reekkmtlel lot on Kenney 
Street in Terrace. Asking $12,000 
gEe. Phone (604) 832-27.06 and ask 
for Mlks or Helen. 6/21p 
1980 Ford HolMay van, 350 cu. In., 
auto, air cond., tilt, sun roof, 4 velvet 
cap. chairs, table, sink, Ice box, 
couch, factory camperized. $4,000. 
Phone 638-1530. 4/12p 
1079 Intemstlenel 24.passenger 
school bus, excellent condition, 
Ideal for church, sports teams, etc. 
Auto. transmission. $6,000 firm. 
Phone 635-9541. 5/10p 
1970 9½-It. Vanguard camper, rais- 
ed roof over Queen.size bed, frldge, 
stove, furnace, Jacks. Very clean. 
Asking $2,500. Phone 835-3939. 5/17¢ 
23t/,' Travel trailer;, fridge & freezer, 
forced air furnace, overhead oven, 
hot water, shower & tub. Lots of cup- 
boards,• good condition. Asking 
$4,800 obo. Phone 635.4932 after 5 
p.m. or view at 3137 Kofoed. tfn 
1974 91/,' Vanguard Camper with 
jacks. Asking $3,200. Phone 
635-5559. 4128 
1988 F-250 Super Cab XL; 4x4, 
4-speed, 351 cu. in. motor, 4-barrel, 
natural gas conversion, 35,000 kms. 
Asking $12,500. Phone 635-2688. 4121 
1981 Toyota 4x4 rolled. Lots of good 
parts. (Engine, drive train, 5" lift kit). 
Asking $600. Phone 624-9099. 4128 
1976 Chev SIIverado pickup 1/,-ton; 
ps, pb, in running condition, new 
battery, 400 cu. In. engine. Asking 
$600. Phone 632-7612. 4/28 
Wanted to rent: 3-bedroom home or 
duplex In Horseshoe area, Have :Z 
small dogs. Willing to lem,gpur-  " 
chase. Phone635-5773. M12p , 
f w. 
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• NOTICE TO TENDER 
invitation to tender Vehicle 
Washing (cars, trucks, etc.) at 
the B.C. Hydro Regional Centre, 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 4R5. 
Tender forms and specifications 
are available from Margo GIIch- 
rist at the above address. 
Closing date of tender is 3:00 
p.m. April 21, 1989. • 
BCh[Idro 
SEALED TENDER FOR 
. T.S.L. A-31841 
Pursuant to Section 16(3)(a) of 
the Forest Act, there will be of- 
fered I~y Sealed Tender by the 
District Manager, ~ TERRACE, 
B.C. at 10:30 a.m. on the 1st day- 
of May, 1989 a Timber Sale 
Llcence to author ize ,  the 
harvesting Of 21,117 cubic 
metres of-timber located at the 
Vandyke Main. 
Term:One (1) year. 
Bids can be accepted only from 
Small Business Forest Enter- 
prises as defined in the Regula. 
tions. 
This licence wi l l  be awarded 
under the provisions of Section 
16(3)(a) of the Forest Act which 
restricts 'bidding to persons 
registered in the Small Business 
Forest Enterprise Program 
Category I & II. 
Details of the Proposed Timber 
Sale Licence.may be obtained 
from the DlSti'iot 'Manager at 200 
. 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C.; V8G 1L1 as of April 14 ,  
• .1989. 
( ~  ' PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
. .MINISTRY OF  
...... TRANSPORTATION 
& HIGHWAYS 
SKI~ENA HIGHWAYS DISTRICT 
HONOURABLE NElL VANT, 
MINISTER 
The Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways will be holding a 
public meeting on Wednesday, 
April 26, 1989 at 2:00 p.m., at the 
Inn of  the West east banquet 
room to discuss the new sign 
policy for Tourist Services, Facil- 
ities and Attraction Businesses. 
All interested parties are urged 
to attend. 
J.R. Newhouse 
District Highways Manager 
Skeena District 
for: 
Honourable Nell Vant, 
Minister of Transportation 
• & Highways 
LAND TITLE ACT 
IN THE "MATTER of Duplicate 
Certif icate of Tit le No. P10175 to 
Lot 11, Block 2, District Lot 446, 
Ceeslar District, Plan 818. 
WHEREAS, proof of loss of 
Duplicate Certificate of Title No. 
P10175 to the above described 
land, Issued in the name(s) of Ed- 
win Wayne Webber and Lois 
Marlaine Webber has been filed 
in this office, notice is hereby 
given that I shall, at the expire-. 
tlon of two weeks from the date 
of first publication hereof, Issue 
a Provisional Certificate of Title 
in lieu of the said Dupli6ate, un- 
less in the meantime valid objec- 
tion be made to me In writing. 
DATED at the Land Title Office, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. this 21st day 
of March, 1989. 
Terry Dlnnell 
Registrar 
DATE OF FIRST PUBLICATION 
April 5, 1989. 
/ ~  PROVINCE OF 
I ~ } BRITISH COLUMBIA  
'~ , , . .M IN ISTRY OF 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
Estate of the 0eceased: LESLIE 
ARTHUR RU]STON LATE OF 
4103 SPARKS ST., TERRACE, 
B.C. 
Creditors and others having 
c la ims aga ins t  the said 
estate(e), are hereby required to 
send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 800 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 2E5, 
before MAY24, 1989 afterwhich 
date the assets or the said as- 
tate(s) will be distributed, having 





Invitation to tender for ground 
maintenance (lawns, shrubbery 
and trees) at the Divisional Cen- 
tre, 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C.  . . . . . . .  
Tender forms and specifications 
are available from A.W. Ander- 
son at the above address. 
Closing date for submission of 








Rising interest rates are the 
result of inflationary pressures 
on the highly industrialized 
southern Ontario economy ac- 
cording to Skeena MLA Dave 
Parker - -and  itrs hurting the 
Northwest. But there is a solu- 
tion, he says: stop federal spend- 
ing in southern Ontario and 
start worki'ng on somemajor 
projects in the Northwest. 
:'Possibly," he says, "a better 
way to keep a lid on .things 
would be. to curtail federal 
spending in,:that overheated 
economy instead of penalizing 
the whole country." 
Parker says the Ontario 
problem is related tO' the auto- 
motive and appliance industries 
and the fact that "they're just 
about fully integrated ~kith the 
United States economy". But 
according to Parker, increased 
federal spending in the North- 
west would "help reduce the 
inflationary pressures" and 
"help recession-proof us". 
"There's quite a lot of inte- 
gration between the two econo- 
mies," he explains. "Even with- 
out free trade." And, he says, 
the American approach as been 
to gradually increase interest 
rates while we follow right be- 
hind. "We're usually about 
two steps behind because we're 
dealing in exactly the same 
money markets -- we're dealing 
with exactly ~ the same 
NWCC grad 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege graduation ceremonies are 
only about three weeks away, 
and while many students face 
final exams, the college staff is 
busy making sure the ceremony 
will be an event o remember. 
It will be a formal "cap .and 
gown" affair.at he R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre at 2 p.m. on May 6 and 
will involve more than 100 stu- 
dents and their guests, as well as 
college faculty and 65 invited 
di itaries. 
CFTK's Rick Webber will em- 
cee the event where students 
from • first and second year 
,university transfer programs, 
career training programs, trades 
programs and Adult Basic 
Education will receive recogni- 
tion for their scholastic achieve- 
ment. 
The graduation ceremony will 
- -  ~ be followed by a reception at the 
City of Terrace college cafeteria t 4 p.m. And 
~r,~g NOTICE OF THE for out of town guests, the 
COURT OF REVISION college is prov id ing accommoda- 
1988 Local Improvement Projects tion in the college' dormatories 
A Court of Revision will be held on the .1st day .of May, 1989 at7:30/ at a cost o f  $12 per nil~ht. " 
p.m. at the Municipal Office, 3215 Eby Street, TERR~,CEi B.C, for the ~ ' " ' 
purpose of hearing complaints as to: " . " • . . ~ 
(a) the.names of the owners of parcels of land . .': ' ' 
• (b) the actual frontage of the parcels . • . • " ' 
(c) the taxable frontage of the parcels . . .... " . ~ 1978 Ford Fiesta, low mileage, no 
for the following Local Improvements Projects: ~ : •L " ~ . rust. Asking $1,800. Phone 638.1404. 
Graham - -  Eby to Kenney . " ~i~ •,.~ . , . .  
• ' • Graham - -  100 m west of  Kenney . . . .  i .-~"~ . . . . . . . .  
• '. :. : • Braun - -  Agar to Haugland _ /'~ ..... ~ 
: . • i . Braun--  Keith toAgar .: ~: ' : " :  ~: - 
. ' " Halliwell - -  Kalum Lake Drive to Thomas ,• ~..~: 
:~ -;~, ~ , ' ,  ' "  Tuck --  4600 block .... .: ' "~; '"~ 
.1.7,. i :'~,;'"' ~'~ : Hamer --  4700 block .*' -. 
~./.1:~ ...... '~;" .... Tetrault--  Haugland south . • 
~,:, ~ North Sparks sewer extension . 
.~ ~Acomplaint shall not be heard by theCourt of Revision unless notice 
!*i.~iOfith~ ~0mplalnthas been made in writing to the office of the Collec- 
i.i.:~t0r sit ice,it48 hours prior to. the time for the first sitting of the Court 
" '0 f  ReVision, - . ' 
,Further .InformaU °n may be obtained by phoning City Hall at 
035-631,1. :~ E.R. Hallsor 
..... ~ Clerk Administrator i 
investors.." . " . .ceeding with the I~timatiport 
Even northern Ontariois feel- development, upgrading CN rail 
ing the "crunch": says Parker service, accelerating the South 
and the B.C. government is pre- Moresby Park development, 
pared to deal with the situation. 
"The premier, as a member of 
the First Ministers' group, has 
had a number of phonecalls and 
sent sever~ messages. . to the 
.prime mimster emphasizing the 
negative impact these policies 
are having on the economy in 
British Columbia -- particularly 
iin the small business ect0r." 
But, •says Parker ,  we're 
:"watching very closely" and if 
there had been "another jump" 
.in interest rates the premier 
would have been calling for an 
"immediate First Ministers' 
conference• to deal specifically 
with that one item". 
"And I'm•sure he'll do just 
that if he sees another jump 
because he's extremely sensitive 
to the situation. His background 
is small business and he knows 
just how serious •it is. He knows 
better than most," says Parker. 
All that's required, *he says, is 
a tittle Common sense. "Cut 
spending in southern Ontario 
and increase it in the rest of the 
countW." As examples, Parker 
suggests hat. the federal govern- 
ment should be looking at pro- 
bringing the newly completed 
Masset airportup to 737 start. 
dards, and g0ingahead with the 
upgrading of the Terrace air- 
port... "Becauseit svital to the 
development ofthe Northwest." 
And, headds, " I t  sure'would 
be good to see them participate 
in our marine highway system. 
Even to half the level that they 
participate in the east coast. 
There's so many things they 
could do, And that's true in the 
other provinces, too." 
Parker says he doesn't have 
an actual "list,' of federal 
spending in southern Ontario, 
but, their presence is very real. 
Why? Because the votes are 
there? "That's it. You've got 
it," he says• "Federal spending 
in Quebec is quite significant as 
well, but the inflationary pres- 
sures in Quebec aren't that 
great. And if we were more 
supportive of the federal gov- 
ernment as a province, we'd 
probably see about equivalent 
levels of spending on a per 
capita basis in British Colum- 
bia/'  
Terrace Interiors Ltd. 
Exterior and interior paints ; 
Armstrong flooring * Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
" ll the supplies you need,' 
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About 35 supporters of Dr. David Kuntz, many of them ex.patlents Of the orthopedic 
Surgeon, gathered in the Carpenters' Hall Sunday to discuss ways of pressuring authorities 
into reinstating his license..- 
Defense group formed 
 i!i:i to bring surgeon back 
L T E R R A C E  - -  About 35 people 90-minute discussion by advising 
fr0m!the Terrace-Kitimat area 
/.gathered in the Carpenters, Hall 
Sunday to develop a strategy to 
help Dr, David Kuntz, the con- 
troversial orthopedic surgeon 
from the Northwest, regain his 
license to practice medicine. 
:Over the past two years Kuntz 
has had his license revoked bY 
the College of Physicians and 
Surgeons and lost his practice 
and all his assets. During the in- 
tervening time hospitals in the 
region have failed to attract a 
:replacement. 
Terrace insurance agent Frank 
Donahue acted as moderator for 
the meeting. Do,ahue described 
Kuntz as "a diamond in the 
rough", an expert surgeon who 
is respected by his colleagues in 
the Northwest but lacking in 
social skills, a man who didn't 
: play by the rules and offended 
powerful people in his profes- 
sional association. 
The allegations against Kuntz 
were serious, Donahue said, but 
the manner in which his case was 
treated also calls into question 
i the institutions that tried him. 
Donahue suggested that, in ad- 
dition to a review of the case 
t itself, a review of the procedures 
used by the Workers' Compen- 
sation Board (for whose clients 
~ Kuntz performed: numerous 
Operations), the Medical Ser- 
.... vices Commission and the Col- 
lege of Physicians and Surgeons 
.... may also be in order. "Weneed 
an unbiased review," Donahue • 
isaid. "The allegations against 
Dr, Kuntz are serious, butthe 
allegations against the CoUege 
! ~eequally serious." 
" i Many of those present.were 
-i foyer  patients of Kuntz'swho 
. . said .his procedures restored 
their physical wholeness after 
~: Standard. orthopedic procedures 
,-.~ bad repeatedly failed. Terrace 
~ resident Don Bodnar is currently 
in  the process 'of travelling 
around B.C. gathering 
!sipatures on. petitions and 
.~ LSWOrn affadavits testifying to 
!!gttntz's competence. He said 
~t  through extensive research 
~ fie has discovered an array of er- 
• ~.tOts arid contradictions in infor, 
FRANK DONAHUE: Allega- 
tions against the College are 
equally serious. 
marion provided by the examin- 
ing bodies. 
Kitimat resident Don Klie, 
with whom Kuntz and his family 
stayed after their farm in the 
Kispiox Valley was repossessed, 
said a review of the case i sn ' t  
enough. "We need an •open 
public inquiry..~. We need for the 
government to learn that the 
College (of Physicians and 
Surgeons) is not looking out for 
people's interests." 
Donahue concluded the 
the group that its options are 
limited. He predicted that a 
lawsuit ',against he rich and  
powerful" wou|d probably re- 
quire between three and 10 years 
and as much as $500,000 in 
funding. Instead, he urged them 
to pressure their Own doctors to 
act within their professional 
c~cles, an.d t o undertake fun d- 
raising to finance a grassroots 
action group. 
'In an interview after the 
meeting, Donahue said he 
agreed to act as moderator 
because he was approached by 
thegroup as someone who is a 
competent public speaker. 
Noting that he doesn't normally 
get involved in "causes", 
Donahue said he conducted his 
own examination of the cir- 
cumstances surrounding Kuntz's 
downfall. "I became convinced 
after doing research that 
something went wrong here. The 
best thing I can say about the 
board of investigation's research 
is that it was incomplete and er- 
roneous." 
Aggressive dogs seen 
as increasing problem 
For the first two months of 
this year, Animal Control Offi- 
cer Frank Bowsher reports, 
slightly fewer cats and dogs were 
impounded than for the same 
period last year but more were 
unclaimed and had to be de- 
stroyed. According to Bowsher, 
48 percent of the 109 animals 
impounded this year had to be 
destroyed, while in 1988 only 32 
percent of 113 animals were 
unclaimed. This is due to a six 
percent drop in owners claiming 
pets and a lO percent drop in 
adoptions, 
But, while animal overs may 
be disturbed that a cat or a dog 
has only a $0/50 chance of 
survival if impounded, there's 
another side to the story. There 
• are more dogs in town and a 
greater number of them are ag- 
gressive, Mall carriers and'paper 
boys are the prime targets, says 
B0wsher, and there is growing 
concern. "Public safety is a ma- 
jor concern," he says. 
Bowsher says the number of 
call-outs due to aggressive dogs 
is growing and already this year 
tWO have been destroyed for 
unprovoked attacks. "We had 
no way to handle these dogs," 
he says. "They wanted a piece 
of  me." 
Another item of coneem for 
Bowsher is the lack of control by 
dog owners of females in heat. 
According to Bowsher, there 
have been several complaints of 
unspayed females in heat roam- 
ing neighborhoods, but because 
a portion of the animal control 
bylaw was deleted in 1979 there 
is little he can do. He has asked 
council to re-instate the section 
of the bylaw but council has 
tabled the rustier until he comes 
up with "appropriate wording". 
Video displays - -  an ever-widening choice 
Even just a couple of years ago the computer buyer'had •a fair-. 
ly simple choice when choosing a video display for his of her • 
computer. Most.outletsofferedeither monochrome(usually,~i :i~: 
amber on black or green on black) or basic color, which usually 
was limited to a selection of four colors. 
• Now the Choices are much wider, and unfortunately in some 
cases more confusing in that there is much morn terminology t °
deal with. First I'll explain some basic terms. Displays are 
described by their resolution --  the number of distinct points 
they display --  and in the case of color displays, their color 
capability. Resolution is described in 'pixels,, each pixel rep- 
resenting a dot on the screen. So, for example, when a display is 
said to have a resolution of 640 x 200, that display would consist 
of 200 lines each consisting of 640 pixeis per line, resulting in a 
total of 128,000 pixels or dots on the screen. 
Most commonly available displays have resolutions ranging 
from 320x 200 at the 10w end up to 800 x 600 at the high end. 
There are some specialty displays that offer even higher esolu- 
tions, but they are very expensive and only found in major 
graphic production facilities. 
One aspect of computer display capability that confuses first- 
time buyers is that the results one sees on the screen depend both 
on thehardware capability of the' machine and the software's 
utilization of hardware features available. Hardware capability is 
determined by two components: the display monitor itself and, 
more importantly, the display adaptor. 
In ether'words, if one has only a monochrome adaptor in the 
machine, one would only get monochrome r sults regardless of 
the kind of display. It is a set of electronic omponents in the 
machine that determines the nature of the display. The fun really 
begins when one gets into color. Here the most common choices 
include Color Graphics Adaptor (CGA) which gives the possibili- 
ty of four simultaneous colors from a 'pallette' selection of 16; 
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor (EGA), which allows 16 colors from 
a pallete of 64, and the newer Video Graphics Array (VGA), 
which allows 256 simultaneous colors from pallettes ranging from 
1,024 to hundreds Of thousands. 
As one moves up in the scale from CGA to VGA, resolution 
also increases. And of course price goes up with each step, so one 
can pay quite a premium for good color. Which brings us around 
to the question that should be asked in the first place, 'Why 
bother with fancy color?' If all one is using is simple text based 
and monochrome graphics, color is not needed. However, some 
graphics applications require color and even many non-graphics 
application programs use color effectively so they are easier to 
learn and :use. 
In the end when it comes to choosing your computer's display, 
the best guideline is 'seeing is believing'. In other words, take 
time to examine the options at a number of computer outlets, 
make sure that the programs you intend to use can actu~y use 
the features of that special display adaptor, and then assess your 
choices before buying. 
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Men's or Ladies" cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
,,, Only ddve-thm In town 
,,,, Best, most reliable and cleanestsendce 
~, Drop off point at Thomhlll Public Market 
" .'~l~]ewr ~,,u ~'~ ~ 8.'00 a.m. tO 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to Friday 
line dem ~tm mre J k30 am to ~30 p.m. - Saturday 
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Three local flrellghters received special recognition recently for their years 
of service to the communi ty .  Above, with MLA Dave Parker and Fire Chief 
Cliff Best, are Bill Benzer, Who received his 25-year service pin, Ed 
Haugland,  his 15-year service pin, and Roger Leclem, his lO:year service pin. 
Benzer moved to to Terrace in 1964 and worked as a Terrace volunteer until 
1969, when he became a paid member of the Terrace Fire Department. He 
stayed with the department until his retlrernent on June 30, 1988, and Is now 
back on the department's volunteer list as a captain. 
Skeena Theatre Arts, students., making history 
tion to elementary school 
students. The vignettes deal with 
family pressures, peer pressures 
and media pressures that lead 
kids into acceptance of a 
lifestyle in which drinking and 
intoxication are social funda- 
mentals. 
Koven said the levels of in- 
terest in thisproject can be seen 
from the videotape orders: they 
had initially expected to receive 
a total of about 20 orders, but 17 
have come in before--T~-eproduc- 
tion is finished. "We're getting 
attention everywhere," Koven 
remarked. "This is not the kind 
of innovative project people ex- 
pect to see in the north. I've 
been in contact with teaching 
colleagues in Vancouver, and 
they're amazed. They've never 
had anything like this down 
there." 
But it's risky. Koven notes 
that the sorts of presentations 
made to elementary schools are 
more in the nature of puppet 
shows and light entertainment. 
How will they react to 
"Squeeze"? 
There's one way to find out, 
and •that's to do it. Koven says 
his instinct is that the produc- 
tion will make the adult teachers 
rather than: the kids uncomfort- 
able. i : 
Professional counsellors will 
be present at all .performances 
and available to talk to the kids 
afterward. "When we brought I 
Am the Brother of Dragons 
here, hoards of kids • sought out 
counselling," Koven remarked. 
Financ!ai support is one thing 
the project ts not. lacking: 
$40,000 from the provmciai gov- 
ernment, $22,000 from the fed- 
eral government, $11,000 from 
Counterattack, $10,000 from 
the B.C. Youth Advisory Coun- 
cil, $5,000 from the Skeena 
Union Board of Health, $1,000 
from the Rotary Club and $500 
from Alcan. Numerous local 
ources have contributed 
materials and services. 
For the Theatre Arts students 
he next two weeks will be an 
all-out headlong run through 
There's been nothing like this 
in B.C. before. The Youth 
Alcohol Drama Projectbeing 
developed by the Theatre Arts 
students at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School is beginning 
to attract province-wide atten- 
tion. 
The project began last fail as a 
proposal from the Skeena Union 
Board of Health to do some- 
thing constructive about the in- 
creasing problem of alcohol 
abuse among local teenagers. 
For the past six months a core 
group of about 35 Skeena 
students under Theatre Arts ad- 
visor Brian Koran have devoted 
nearly all their spare time -- up 
to 16 hours weekly -- writing, 
refining and rehearsing two pro- 
ductions that.go to the heart of 
family relationships and the 
• distorting and destructive ffects 
that alcohol can have on them. 
Last Sunday the group 
assembled at the school to 
review preliminary videotapes of 
"Squeeze", a set e l l3  dramatic 
sketches intended for present& 
TERRACE'S CLEANEST BLOCK CONTEST 
Name and description of block: 
Representatives: Name: 




Entries will be judge(:l on how i'litter free" streets and yards are kept. 
Entry must be submitted by Saturday, May 6 to Canada Safeway or Chamber of Commerce office, 
if ther¢i~e any questions, call Eric at 635-7239 or 635-7206. 
rehearsals, videotapings, run: begins its run May 19, and both 
throughs and rewrites. The first productions go on the road 
performance of "Squeeze" is starting May 27. 
scheduled for April 27. ,'Jnice" 
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